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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES. 
Since my last report the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College has 
been steadily fulfilling its mission in the educational field. 
• The President and professors have been diligently engaged in carrying 
out the programme and course of study as determined by the Trustees 
at the organization of the College, not only all that was required by the 
act of Congress, but affording unusual facilities to students who wish to 
acquire a practical aud liberal education, and become fitted for the varions 
professions and industrial pursuits of life. 
The College is now provided with a sufficient corps of well-qualified 
and earnest teachers, and a rair equipment of apparatus and means of 
objective teaching; hut by no means such as it ought to have, and which 
it mu t have, to enable it to maintain a respectable and useful standing 
among similRl" institutions. 
'Ve must again call attention to the fact that, when Congress offered 
to the various States liberal donations in land or scrip upon condition 
there should be established therein one or more institutions of learning, 
in accordance with the provisions of the act donating these lands, it was 
entirely optional with the States to accept or refuse the grant and its 
Dondi tions. 
After full and particular consideration and deliberation, the State of 
Ohio, through its Legislature, did accept the grant, with all its provisions, 
and solemnly pledged itself to fulfill all its conditions. The State, by this 
official act, became not only morally but legally bound to carry out in a 
faiT and liberal manner thc obligations it thus voluntarily assumed. 
The land scrip, amounting to 630,000 aores, the State ordered to be sold 
and the proceeds placed in her own treasury, and the interest, at six per 
cent., constitutes the available annual endowment of the College. 
Some of the States,althougb receiving less of the Congressional endow-
ment than the State of Ohio, yet, by a wiser policy in the disposition of 
the land scrip, will receive a larger fund from its sale. 
The scrip falling to Ohio was sold for a little more than fifty cents per 
acre, whereas if, in accoTdance with the wishes of the friends of such an 
institution as the donation of Congress intended to establish, the scrip, 
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or the greater part of it, had been located on government . lands, the en-
dowment fnnd of the Ohio Agricnltnral and Mechanical College would 
have been many times greater than i t is; or if the proceeds of the sale 
of scrip had been turned over to the corporation of the College, they 
could have been safely invested in State, county, and city bonds, yielding 
two to four per cent. more than the State allows, thus greatly increasing 
the means of the College. 
Over and beyond the obligations voluntarily assumed by the State to 
carry out in good faith and in a manner commensurate with the position 
and dignity of Ohio, its trust in reference to this College, the friends of 
this College claim that the above facts make a strong plea for a liberal 
policy from the State towarde an institution of its own creation-an in-
stitution wherein so many of the youth of the Commonwealth, in full 
possession of all their faculties, are being fitted for au h onorable and 
useful citizenship. 
The State of Ohio, from first to last, has expended millions upon her 
benevolent and reformatory institutious for the unfortunate and the 
vicious. 
We repeat, that the friends of the Agricultural and Mechanical College 
do not complain of this, but rather commend this generous and benevo-
lent policy; but they do think it strange and inconsistent that this same 
liberal spirit is not manifested toward an institution alike the property 
of the State-one which not only deserves recognition, but a liberal and 
enlighted patronage, founded as it is to carry into practical effect the 
beneficent intentions of Congress towards the industrial classes, and sup-
plement and round out and make more complete that great system of 
public and free education upon which the people willingly expend mil-
lions every year, and which is justly the glory and pride of the State. 
It is true, however, that hitherto the College has not recei ved one cent 
from the means of the State, and the farm of three huudrcd acres, the 
college edifice and other buildings, and all the equipments, with one ex-
ception, have been provided from the generous donation of Franklin 
county and the city of Columbus. 
The fund thus derived is about exhausted, and the Trustees are com-
pelled to apply to the Legislature for moderate aid to complete the equip-
ment of the College and render it more useful and efficient. In fact, true 
economy demands that the large sums already expended should not be 
lost or rendered le~s effecti ve by a narrow and niggardly policy on the 
part of the State. 
The Trustees belieyc that an appropriation of fifty thousand dollars, 
judiciously expended 11010, will place the College in such a position ot 
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efficiency and usefulness that there will be no need for a long time to 
come, if ever, to apply for more State aid, unless on some unforeseen and 
special occasion. But even if it were otherwise, what would be a few 
thousand dollars, annually appropriated, in comparison to the great ben-
fits conferred by the high and practical education it is the fnnction of 
this College to supply so cheaply to those so much needing it. 
Several of the educational institutions of the Eastern States are rich 
indeed, as compared with us, and yet are using every exertion to increase 
their endowments, as experience has shown that with every such increase 
their field of usefulness and influence is more widely extended. Indeed, 
it is obvious that no meagerly endowed college can adequately meet the 
demands for the broader and more practical education which the wants 
of modern life require. 
U nti! a more liberal policy is established and maintained, we will con-
tinue to be tributary to other seats of learning, and scores and hundreds 
of our youth will go every year iu the future, as they have in the past, 
to enjoy the advantages not to be had, in their opinion, in any college in 
this State. 
It is but reiterating the opinions of the most thoughtful educators who 
have studied the subject, to say, if the means and endowments of the 
various colleges in this State were con olidated into a much smaller 
number, the cause of learning would thereby be greatly promoted. 
The Trustees of the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College are 
aware that there is prejudice against it, resulting, in part. f!"Om selfish 
motives and interests and supposed antagonisms to other institutions, 
who thus naturally, perhaps, not only oppose any legislati ve aid, but even 
any recognition by the State of its own child. But this is a mistake: 
our interest, like theirs, is in the directiou of liberal aud sound learning, 
and although in some things compelled by the organic act of our crea-
tion to run parallel with the courses of other institutions, yet it is the 
main object of this College to supply in kind and amount courses not 
usual in others of the State. 
There is, then, misconception as to the scope and aim of this College, 
which we feel confident will disappear upon a personal inspection, 
which is cordially invited, to the practical and thorough work of this 
institution. 
For the kind and amount of th is work, and the present condition of 
the classes, reference is made to the accompanying report of the Presi-
dent and Faculty. 
From time to time our wants and requirements have been set forth to 
the Legislature, but hitherto in vain, and we will only now allude to a 
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few. Beside provision for a fuller and more complete equipment of sev-
eral departments, one of our most pressing wants is a library. No argu-
ment is needed to any intelligent man to demonstrate its necessity to 
such an institution. A carefully selected collection of books, mostly 
for reference, will be of great value to students and professors, and, there-
fore, we most earnestly and respectfully ask special attention to this sub-
ject. Indeed, in some of the departments, books, maps, charts, and 
drawings are as much a necessity, as has been truthfully said by one of 
the professors, as is the air-pump or electric battery in the physical 
department, or retorts and crucibles in the chemical laboratory, or rock 
specimens and ores in geology or metallurgy. 
Without going into detail, it may be briefly stated here that none of 
the departments are as fully supplied as they ought to be, or, in fact, as 
they must be at some time or another, aud it would be wise to d~ it as soon 
as possi ble. 
Our grounds are yet to be improved, and our gardens, nurseries, and 
arboretum to be established. 
We have constant applications for work by persous desirous of avail-
ing themselves of the Itdvantages furnished by this College, and who 
wish' to l essen, by some sort of labor, even the moderate expenses of the 
education here presented; but, unfortunately, the work we are able to 
furnish is quite irregular, and but small in amount. What there is, is 
given to the students, who most earnestly wish for more. To obviate, in 
part, this difficulty, which is a serious one to a large class of meritorious 
persons, it has been suggested in former reports that an appropriation to 
establish a machine shop, and furnish it with some of the more common 
and simple machinery, would give to a class of our students steadier 
work at more remunerating prices. 
In order to afford facilities for the self-sustaiuing of students, the Trus-
tees have built a club· house, which is now fully occupied, and it would 
be well to increase these accommodations. 
We might go ou to enumerate our wants in detail, but if the Legisla-
ture entertains the request we make for an appropriation of fifty thou-
sand dollars, the Trustees or Secretary of the Board, the President, and 
professors in the institution will gladly meet any committee, and show 
how the appropriation should be applied and distributed among the 
departments. 
We invite personal examination of the College in all its departments, 
believing that any candid person will be convinced that a good and thor-
ough work is being accomplished, and a broad and solid foundation laid 
for great usefulness in the future-a usefulness which will be increased 
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and quickened, or diminished and retarded, as a fair and liberal policy, 
or the reverse, is adopted by the Legislature in regard to the Ohio Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College, one of its own institutions, and, from 
its real merits and great possibilities, as much entitled to recognition and 
fostering care as any other State institution. 
J. SULLIVANT, 
TruBtee and Secretary of Board. 
PROOEEDINGS OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, Junuary 6, 1875. 
The fifth regular annual meeting of the Trustees of tbe Ohio Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College took place this day, at 2 o'clock P. M., 
according to previous notice, and all the.A members being present aud 
answering to their names, to wit, Leete, Darwill, Noble, Sullivant, and 
Waddle, the Board was called to order and proceeded to business. 
Numerous matters pertaining to the interests of the College were 
brougbt forward and discussed, und it was determined to proceed to visit 
and inspect the college-farm, boarding· bouse, and new club-bouse on to-
morrow, at 9 o'clock A. M. 
THURSDAY, January 7, 1875. 
Tbe Board met at 9 o'clock A.M. and pl'oceeded to the college building, 
holding an interview witb the profesEors and inspecting the rooms, out-
buildings, and various departments, grounds, boarding-ball, and .new 
club· house erected for tbe accommodation of those students desiring to 
board themselves, and returning to the city at 2 o'clock P.M., IV hen the 
Board met and prcceeded to busin ess. 
An agreement having been entered into by und between the College 
(represented by the members of the Board) and the Columbus Street 
Railroad Company, whereby a cheap, efficient, and satisfactory commu-
nication between the city and College was to be secured by means of the 
construction of an extension of said road, tbe contract was submitted for 
approval and confirmation to this Board-the contract being founded 
upon an ordinance of the City Council of Columbus. The contract and 
ordinance are as follows: 
[copy.] 
Article of an agreement made and entered into this 4th day of Novemher, 1874, by 
and between the Columbus Street Railroad Company, party o[ the tirst part, and tbe 
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Agricultural and Mechanical College of Ohio, and William Dennison and Robert E. 
Neil (personally, and as executors of the estate of WiUiam Neil , deceased), and G. G. 
Collins, George J. Atkinson, .Toseph Guitner, and Augustus Converse, parties of tbe 
second part, witnesseth: 
That said Columbus Street Railroad Company do agree to build, construct, and 
operate a street railroad from the intersection of 'Vest Goodale street with Neil avenue, 
thence with Neil avenue to tbenorthend thereof, at the farm of the said Agricultural 
and Mechanical College; said street railroad to be built and operated according to the 
terms and provisions of a certain ordinanre for that purpose, now before the City 
Council of the city of Columbus, Ohio, for passage and adoption. 
And in consideration of Buch street railroad being built and operated 8S aforesaid, 
said Agricultural and Mechanical College authorities agree to pay tbe first parties the 
sum of thr~e thonsand doUars, in payments a. follows, to wit: .l<·orty per centum of 
said tbree thousand dollars when the said road is half done, and sixty per centum 
thereof when the road is finisbed and the cars running tbreon, according to lhe pro-
visions of said ordinancej and the oil1er parties of the second part are to pay four 
tbousand dollars to tbe first parties on the same terms as that of the said College. 
[Signed] 
COLUltrnUS STREET RAILROAD COMPANY, 
E. T. }IITHOFI", President. 
J. SULLIVANT, 
Trnstee tu:d Secretary of Ohio Agticulturrua.nd Mechanical College. 
WrLLIAl'tl DENNTSON AND R. E. NEIL, 
Executors of Wm. Neil, uoder his last wUl aud testament, by R. E. Nei1. 
CULLlNS, ATKINSON, GUlTNER, AND CONVERSE. 
AN ORDIN ANCE 
Granting the COD86Dt of the City Council to the Columbus Street Railroad Company to extend their rOlld 
by ooustructing a. continuation thereof on Goodale street and Neil a.venue te the Agricultural aDd 
Mechanical College farm. 
SECTroN 1. Be it ordained Uy the Oily Council oj the Oityoj c"Zumbm, That the consen t 
of the City Council of the city of Coltlmbus is hereby given to the Columbus Street 
Railroad Company to extend their road by constructing a continuation thereof on 
Goodale street and Neil avenue, in the city of Columbus, by the following described 
route, to wit: Commencing at the present line of said company's Toad on High street 
where it intersects with Goodale street, thence westerly in the center of Goodale street 
to its intersection with Neil avenue, thence northerly in the center of Neil avenue to 
the north end thereof, at the Agricultural and Mechanical College farm. 
And the said Council being satisfied that a majority of lhe owners of the lots and 
lands abutting upon said Goodale street and Neil avenne, where said road is proposed 
to be extended, have given their consent in writing for the construction of said road , 
and that such consent is filed with this Oouncil, it hereby declares its satisfaction; 
provided, the said city of Columbus expressly reserves the right to remove or obstruct, 
or authorize the same to be done, any portion of said railroad track whenever it shall 
be necessary in laying down or repairing water pipes, gas pipes, sewers, drains, gutters, 
or cisterns, or for any other work required to be done by said city, not disturbing the 
running of cars where it can be avoided, WlthOllt incnrring nny 1iubility for dnmllge~ 
to said c,mpany; provided, also, the said city of Columbus shall not be liable in any 
way to said company lor any damages it may sustain from the breaking or overflow 
of water from any sewer or drain, or from the breaking of any water pipe or gas pipe, 
or by reason of any change in the grade of any of the streets of said city, or by reason 
of any other work or improvement required to be done by said city of Columbusj and, 
provided, the said company, shaJl be liable for, and sball hold the said city of Columbus 
foreyer harmless from any and all damages which shall accrue to persons or property 
by reason of the constructiOll, existence, use, or management of said street railroad. 
The said railroad company shaU, in all respects, conform to 8uch general regulatioDE 
as may from time to time be prescribed by the City Conncil of said city of Columbus 
as to the running of vehicles in the streets of said city. The said company shall not 
use said road for any other purpose than the transportation of passengers and their 
baggage and packages, and shall not charge more than seven cents for each passenger 
carried the entire length of their roads, from the north end of said Neil avenue to the 
south terminus of their High street road, or any less or shorter distance thereon, in-
cluding reasonable baggage; and said company shallseJl tickets in packages of five for 
twenty-five cents, and twenty-four tickets for one dollar, and one hundred and twenty-
Jive tickets for five dollars, and no chul-ge to be made for children under the age of 
seven years attending their parents; ar.d any agent or employe of said company who 
shall charge or collect any greater sum than as aforesaid shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding ten dollars, upon conviction thereof before the brayor. 
Tbesaid railroad company shall observp. the follo,nng rules, regulations, and restric-
tions in running their cars upon their said road, within said city, to wit: In the night 
an cars, while runuing, shall be provided with suitable signal Hghts. No car shall be 
drawn at a greater speed than six miles per hour. Cars driven in the same direction 
shall not approach nearer each other than one hundred feet, unless from unavoidable 
necessity. No car shall be allowed to stop upon a cl'oss-walk, nor in front of Rny inter-
secting street, unless from unavoidable necessity; and when the conductor of any car 
is required to receive or discharge passengers, the car may be stopped so as to place 
the platform of the car slightly over the crossing. No car shall be allowed to remain 
standing upon the line of said route tOr passengers, or for any other purpose, so as to 
impede any other vehicles, but shall be subject to all police regulations which are or 
lDay be prescribed in regard to other vehicles, as far as they may be applicable. The 
conductors and drivers of cars shall not allow any lady or child to enter or leave any 
car while in motion, and shall keep vigilant watch for all teams, carriages, persons, and 
obstructions upon or near the track, and, upon the first appearance of danger there-
from, shall give warning, and stop the car, if necessary, to prevent accident. The cal'S 
shall always be entitled to the track, anel the driver of any vehicle obstructing the 
same shaH turn out and leave the track free upon the approach of any car as soon as 
practicable, and so as not to impede the car, Any car· driver, conductor, agent, or 
employe of said railroad company, who shall in any manner violate any or either of 
the provisions of this ordinance, shall upon cOllviction thereof before tlle Mayor of 
said city, be fined in any Sum not exceeding ten doUars. The said Columbus Street 
l(ailroad Company are to lay down, make, and complete said railroad to the acceptance 
and approval of the(City Civil Engineer of said city, within ninety days from the 
passage of this ordinance, and immediately on the completion of said railroad, shall 
place llpon and keep running on said railroad, between the Agricultural College and 
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the southern terminus of the Columbus Street Railroad, every day, at least once every 
baH hour, between sunrise and sunset, and one car at least after sunset-the running 
time to be so arranged as to meet tbe wants and use of the Agricultural College, as 
designated, {Tom time to time, by tbe president of said college-and for such wants and 
uses, as well 8S for transportation of all passengers and their reasonable ba~Rge over 
said L-ailroad, a sulIicient number of good, Bubstantial, clean, and commodious cars for 
the transportation of passengers and their reasonable baggage, to be continued for the 
term of twenty years from the date of the passage of this ordinance, for which time 
this grant is given j and this grant i8 hereby extended to the road of said company on 
High street, so that said grant on High street sball be extended and continued so tbat 
it 8hl111 expire at the same time this grant expires, and all tbe rules, regulations, and 
restrictions contained in this ordinance are to apply to and be enforced against the 
smd High street road. Said company shall make, construct, and keep in order and 
repair all that part of said street included between the rails of said tracks and switches, 
in the same manner and with the like material as the said street is constructed and 
repaired, so lung as it shall use the same for its railroad. 
Any failure by said railroad company to comply witb tbe pro\risions of this ordi-
nance, or with any general ordinances of the city regulating the use of said streets, or 
the police regulations t.hereof, shall render sucb railroad company liable to said city 
in any action of damages fO I Buch failure, and the Counen of said city, after giving 
said company twenty days' noticb, shall have the right to order any work to be done 
on ~a.id railroads necessary to keep them in repair as required by this ordinance, and 
when said work is done to charge the cost and expense thereof upon said railroad 
cnmpany, and upun -recovery of such damages, or upon such work being done, the said 
l' tilroad compuny ~ha.u be liable for the payment thereof; and the road and property 
of said company} 01' its assigns, shall be liable to be taken on execution, and Bold to 
satisfy the same; bnt, in case of any sale of said road, the purchaser thereof shall be 
rtlltborized to operate the same under the provisions of this ordinance. 
SEC. 2. Tbis ordinance sball take effect and be in force from and aiter its passage 
and publication according to law, and shsll continue in force for and during the teml 
01' twenty years from and after its passage. 
[Signed] 1. S. BEEKEY, President of the City Councu. 
Attest: FnANK WfLSON, City Cle:rk. 
Passed November la, A.D. 1874. 
A motion having been made and seconded that this contract and ordi-
nance be adopted and confirmed by this Board, the vote was taken by 
yeas and nays, and there were for approving the contract: Yeas-Messrs. 
Leete, Noble, Sullivant, and 'Vaddle-4. Nays-Mr. Larwill- l. So it 
was hereby declared that the a.greement between the College and the 
Columbus Street Railroad Company is approved and adopted by this 
Board. 
On motion of Mr. Noble, it was hereby ordered by the Board of Trustees 
of the Ohio Agricultural ane! Mechanical College that the sum of twelve 
hundred dollars be and the same is hereby appropriated out of any money 
in the treasury of said College to the Columhus Street Railroad Company, 
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on account of the contract entered into between the Trustees of said Col-
lege and said railroad company; and the Secretary of this Board is di-
rected to draw his order upon the treasury for said sum. 
Mr. Sullivant offered the following, which was adopted: 
Where ... , President Orton h ... been invited by the Centennial Commissioners for 
Ohio to become an advisory member o( their Board, and to take charge and direction 
80 ... to secure a full display to illustrate the economic geology o( Ohio at the Exhi-
bition to be held in Philadelphia in 1876; therefore, it is 
Ordered, That President Orton be requested to accept the offered position, provided 
it does not materially interfere with his duties to this College. 
FRIDAY, January 8, 1875. 
The Board met at 9 o'clock and proceeded to business. 
Certain claims and accounts of Kanmacher & Stark, contained in a 
communication from them, were not allowed, and further consideration 
of them, if any, deferred until a futuro meeting, and the communication 
was ordered to be filed. 
'Vhereaa, ?th. Haerlein, a professional gardener, furnished to this Board of Trustees, 
on a former occasion, a paper plan or general sketch for laying out and ornamenting 
the college grounds; and where ... said Board agreed to recei ve and pay for said sketch 
on certain conditions, to wit., that said Haerlein w ... to furnish (urther details and 
drawings to facilitate the laying of his plan to the gronnds, and (urnish such aid and 
instruction 88 would enable OUT agent to do so, then and ill that case the said Haerlein 
was to receive three hundred dollars; and where ... it was represented that said Haer-
lein had complied with this agreement, he was paid $300. Now, in February, 1873, 
said Ha.rlein w ... notified to meet Professor Townshend on the gronnds, and give 
explanation and assistance in adapting his plan to the grounds, and notified that 
sectional plans and drawings had not been recei ved according to his former agreement j 
and whereas, at a subsequent time said Haerlein did furnish an insufficient and meage. 
diagram of squares and pretended measurements, whereby the roads, walks, and dif-
ferent plats of ground were to be laid out, and the said Haerlein did meet Townshend 
and spend one·hali day on the grounds, and for the said diagram ~nd said labor of 
one·hal! day h ... preferred n bill for the above and for his expenses to and from 
Cincinnati, amounting to sixty dollars, the Board, after due consideration of all the 
facts upon record and in the clear recollection or members of this Board, and alter 
consultation with Dr. Townshend (upon whose letters Mr. IInerlein (ounds his claim), 
do hereby reject said claim; but that there may be no ground of complaint or mis· 
representation of the Board. on the score either of justice or liberality, it is hereby 
Ordered, That Mr. Haerlein be paid a further sum o( twenty dollars, to cover his 
expenses in 1873 when visiting our grounds, provided he gives the Board a receipt in 
(ull for all claims and services. 
A communication, dated "Chillicothe, June 5, 1875," from E . P. Ken-
drick, was presented and considered by the Board. Mr. Kendrick claims 
that a former agent of thie Board, believing that survey No. 14,905, in 
Pike connty, belonged to the College, sold a certain lot of poplar lnmber 
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off said survey, whereas said survey belonged to E. P. Kendrick, and he 
prays that the proceeds of the sale be turned over to him. 
The letter was ordered to filed; and, on motion, it was 
Resolved, That Messrs. Waddle and Leete be a committee to examine and report on 
this claim. 
Samuel Kendrick, Esq., of Chillicothe, former deputy surveyor of lands 
in the Virginia Military pi strict, appeared before the Board by request, 
with his plats connecting the surveys of land in said district, and a book 
in cipher, belonging to said plats. Thereupon, in answer to questions by 
diffel"ent members of the Board, he proceeded to explain the connections 
and dependence between said plats and the field-notes of surveys in said 
district, showing clearly that either said plats or the records by them-
selves are of but little use in tracking out and finding unsurveyed lands 
in said district, and that with the two together the boundary lines of 
said lands remaining vacant can be easily traced. He also explained 
why he had not yet completed his agreement with the College to furnish 
connected plats of certain lands mentioned in said agreement; that he 
had been obstructed in the performance of that undertaking by reason of 
the inaccessibility of the records in said land office, for the purposes 
of making said connections; and at the same time said Kendrick pre-
sented to the Board a claim to a certain tract of land of 160 acres, in 
Pike county, sold by the late J. M. Trimble to Peck by mistake. Where-
upon this matter was also referred to Messrs. Waddle and Leete, to ascer-
tain and report the facts in relation thereto to this Board; and also on 
claims on any tracts of lands arising on any survey of lands made for 
the College by one Hankins. 
On motion of Mr. Noble, it was 
Ordered, That the two literary societies in the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical 
College be assigned rooms in the fourth story of the east and west wings of said Col-
lege until otherwise ordered by tbis BOllrd; and it is to be distinctly understood that 
the Trustees will resume entire control of the aforesaid rooms whenever in their 
opinion the interests of the College demand it, and that until that time these so-
cieties are but tenants at will of the Trustees, and are at aU times to be under the 
supervision of the Faculty, and such needful rules and regnlations as they may find 
it necessary to dictate; and it is further 
Ordere<l, That the old""t society is to have the choice of rooms. 
On motion, duly put and carried, it is 
Ordered, That the room-rent in the club-house he fixed at eight dollars per term for 
each room, and that tbe Secretsry shall furnish a suitable stove to each room, the 
whole cost of which, when set up complete, shall Dot exceed fifteen dollars; and the 
Secretary is further directed to supply, as Boon as possible, drains, troughs, and 
spouting, one cistern, a coal-shed and privy. 
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Ordered, That the President of the College shall assume and have charge of these 
rooms, and is to make such rules and regulations for their care and occupancy 8S he 
deems just and proper. 
On motion, made and carried, 
Ordered, That the cylindrical iron casting, being sections of a chimney-stack ordered 
by former superintendent of buildings, Rnd which !Ire now exposed to the weather 
in rear of the college building, be gathered by the janitor, with the help of the hands 
in the employ of the Board, and stored in tbe north-west basement room of the 
College. 
It is hereby 
Ordered, That the account of Captain Barton, amounting to $-, be allowed, and 
that his request to have the same credited on hi. note lor land bought of the Col-
lege, be and the same is hereby granted, and his note is to be credited with the 
amount. 
On motion of Mr. Noble, it was 
Resolved, That the Secretary of this Board request the former Executive Committee, 
and also, the Superintendent of Buildings (R. N. Jones), to file in Ws ollice, for future 
reference, all books of accounts, records, contracts, or other papers relating to the 
busineBB of said committee and superintendent performed by this Board. 
FRIDAY, January 8, 1875. 
The Board met at 2 o'clock P. M., and a quorum being present, on mo-
tion of Mr. Noble, it was 
Ord"'ed, That the regulation of this Board fixing the compensation of the'l'reas-
arer at $-lOO a year be and the same is hereby rescinded. 
On motion, 
Resolved, That this Board do now proceed to elect its officers [or the ensuing year, 
dating from the 6th of January. 
The Board proceeded with the election, and, upon counting the 
ballots, Ralph Leete, having received all the votes cast, to-wit, five, 
was declared to be elected as President of this Board for the ensuing 
year; and Joseph Sullivant, having received all the votes cast, was duly 
elected as Secretary; and Henry S. Babbitt, having, in like manner, re-
cei ved all the votes, was elected as Treasnrer. 
After a full discussion by the Board, and the unanimous agl'eement of 
the members as to the importance of an adequate knowledge of the fun-
damental and accepted principles of political economy, especially in 
their application to the great industrial interests of the State, and recog-
nizing the necessity of imparting sllch knowledge to the students in the 
Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College, it was unanimously 
Ordered by the Board of 'i'ruatees of tTte Ohio Agricultural an(! Mechanical Colleue, That 
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the chair of "Political Economy and Civil Polity" be filled by the appointment of 
\VilJiam Coh-.]n, of Cincinnati, to said chair, at an annual salary of $2,.500 and this 
to take effect from the beginning of the College term in September, 1875; and the 
Secretary is hereby directed to inform said Colvin of his appointment 
Mr. vVilliam Leete appeared before tbe Board, and, after making verbal 
explanations in relation to various matters connected witb the Virginia 
Military Di trict, presented a list of unsurveyed lands therein, and like. 
wise a list of notes for lands sold, which were deposited with tbe Treas-
urer, after having been examined by Messrs. Leete and Noble, tbe Com-
mittee on College Lands. 
Likewise Ur. Al·mstrong, on behalf of J. U. Trimble, delivered the 
notes for lands sold by him, wbich were also examined by tbe same com-
mittee and deposited witb tbe Treasurer, and copies of tbese lists were 
directed to be filed with the Secretary. 
~be Board now adjourned until 10 o'clock A.M., to-morrow. 
SATURDAY, January 9, 1875. 
Tbe Board met at 10 o'clock A.M., and proceeded to business. 
It IV as, on motion, 
Ordered, That the bill of the ''Ironton Commercial" (a newspaper), amounting to 
$12.00, be allowed and paid, said bill hei.ng for advertising sale of Virginia "liIitary 
lands for three mODU1B. 
The committee to IV hom was referred the accounts of the Treasurer 
repOl-ted as follows: 
'l'he committee appointed to examine the Treasurer's account have examined the 
same, and compared it wiLh the vouchers on file, and find it correct. 
[Signed] A. WADDLE, 
WM. LARwrLT •. 
This report was accepted and approved, and the committee discbarged. 
The committee to whom was referred tbe accouut and financial state-
mont of N. S. Townshend, Professor of Agriculture, relating to farm 
operations, presented the following report, which was accepted, and tbe 
committee discharged: 
The Committee on Accounts, to which was referred the account of N. S. Towns-
hend, have examined the same, and find that in many instances there are no itemi-
zed statementa such as should be required of aU persons disbursing public funds. In 
one instance, the claim of Thomas Anderson has been twice paid, and in others :tincl 
no vouchers, as in the case of James Dix, $233.40; and George Dix, $80.00; Morgan 
Thomas, $242.00. We find the balance due said 'l'olVnshend, as per his statement, 
$1,273.71; but deducting therefrom the above accoWlts, for which no vouchers are 






'fhe following members were appointed to act as an Executive Com-
mittee for the ensuing year, to wit: Waddle, Larwill and Sullivant-
' V addle to be chairman thereof. 
A request was presented to the Board by Professor Mendenhall, that he 
be allowed to make certain additions 01· alterations in the house he occu-
pies, and that the expenses thereof be deducted from his rent-basing 
this request on the claim that his house was inferior in style, accom-
modations, and conveniences to the others, and his rent, therefore, dis-
proportionate-and, after considerable debate 
Ordered, r.rhat Professor MendeJ1bal1, under the approval of the Secretary, be per~ 
mitted 10 make such alterations ill his bouse as be desires, not exceeding the snm 
of $300, and at his own expense, the same to be deducted from his rent. 
Ordered, That the College grounds, with reference to their improvement by plaut-
ing b'ees and shrubs, the laying out of walks, grading, constructing roads, and gen-
eral improvement and ornamentatioll, be placed under the charge of 1\1r. Sul1ivllntj 
and that the farm and all operations thereon, such 8S systematic experiments in ag· 
riculture, fencing, ditching, draining, culture and care of crops, care and management 
of stock, shall be under charge and direction of the Professor of Agriculture-the 
operations of Mr. Sullivant and Professor Townshend are, however, to be subject to 
the a.pproval of the Executive Committee; and it is further 
O,del'ed, That the farming year shall commence all the first day of April, annually, 
and an farming operations and experiments shall be planned accordingly i and at 
this time a complete exhibit or invoice of the stock of animals, [arming utensils, and 
implements on hand, with all unsold crops, and the value of aU these, shall then be 
made by the Professor of Agriculture to the Executive Committee) together with an 
itemized accowlt of all farm work and experiments, and the cost thereof. 'fhe gen· 
eral scheme of crops and farm operations and experiments for the ensuing year shall 
then also be submitted by him 101' aprroval to the Executive Committee, with a state-
ment of the means and help required for his operations, it being understood he is to 
have all that is necessary. 
On motion, it was 
Ordereel, That the sum of $32,O<JO be and the saUle is hereby appropriated from the 
endowment fund for the support and maintenance of the College for the ensuing year, 
said sum to be drawn 011 the wal'l'ant of the Secretary, as prescribed by the regulations 
of the Board. 
And now, to give time for the committee to examine and repOl't upon 
the subject matters referred to them, the Board adjourned until Monday, 
January 11, at 2 o'clock P.M. 
MONDAY, January 11, 1875. 
The Board met at 2 o'clock P .M., and considered a proposition from Mr. 
George Engel ke to take charge of the boarding-house-some mem hers 
having been informed that the present occupant desired to leave; but as 
MI'. ,~rorlein has a lease of the premises until the first of July next, the 
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Board declined to take any furthel" action than to say, upon :Mr. Worlein 
leaving before that time, the Secretary should enter into a suitable con-
tract with Engelke, under the security and guarantee as proposed by 
him, and in accordance with the underRtanding of the Board, said lease 
or contract to run until the annual meeting of the Board, when the 
whole matter of further continuance and arrangement will be considered 
by them. 
On motion, 
Ordered, That the Secretary is hereby djrected to draw an order on the Treasurer in 
favor or N. S. Towllshend, Professor of Agriculture, lor any balance found due him as 
Farm SuperilltendE:'nt. 
Ordered, That the by·laws of this Board be amended by striking out the word 
Ctcbairman," where the term occurs in said by-laws, and inserting in its place the 
word "president." 
The committee to whom was referred the communication of E . P. 
Kendrick made the following report, which is hereby accepted and the • 
committee discharged from the further cousidemtion thereof: 
The special committee to which was rere-ned the communication of E. P. Kendrick, 
addressed to the Trustees of tbe Ohio Agricultural and Meebanical College, relative 
to certain timber cut on survey No. )4,905, in Pike County, Ohio, and in the Virginia 
Military District, bave made inquiry into the facts of the CRse, and find, 
1st. 'fhat the land mentioned in Faid communication was improperly included in 
a survey made by one Ralph Hankins for said College, and that Mr. Trimble, former 
agent of the College for its lands in said district, was probably misled by tbe erroneous 
surveyor said Hankins in asserting clahll to said timber. 
2d. That one 'Vm. Ashenfelter entered upon said survey in 1872 or 1873, as a mere 
trespasser, and cut timber there, and worked it into 1 umber, and that the compromise 
made by said Trimble with Ashenfelter was made by him in entire good faith tbat 
said land rightfully belonged to the College; tbat Mr. Trimble never actually received 
any money on account of said compromise, but that the amount specified ($300) is, as 
tbey are informed, in the hands of one Charles Utman, of Hillsborougb, Ohio, "" 
bailee for its owner. 
Your committee is or opinion that as the title to said survey 14,905, at the time the 
trespass was committed, was in said Kendrick, he all the time had the legal right to 
eject the original trespasser, and to claim the timber procured by such trespasser from 
said land, or to claim and recover said $300 in tbe bands of Utman; and that H is his 
right to do so at any time before he shall be barred by tbe statute of limitation. 
Your committee therefore recommends that an ordel' be made disclaiu1ing any 
interest in said land or money as the resu1t of said compromise, and that a duly cer-
tified copy of the same be forwarded to said Kendrick by the Secretary of tbe Board, 
witb this report. 





After this the Board passed the follo'il"ing preamble and order: 
The special committee, consisting of l\Ies 1'8. ''''addle and Leete, to which was re-
ferred the claim of E. P. Kendrick lor S300 on account 01 timber cut aud r~moved 
from survey No. 14,905, having reported in snbstance that the land embraced in said 
survey belonged to said Kendrick at the time the timber complained of was cut, and 
that 1\1r. Trimble, former agent of the lands in the Virginia l\Hlitnry District belong-
ing to the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College, was led into an error in claim-
ing for the College. timber cut, by an erroneous survey of said lands made by one 
Ralph Hankins; that said sum of S300 mentioned is in the hands of one Cbarles 
Utman, of Hillsborough, as bailee for the owner j it is therefore 
Ordered by the Board of Trustee. of the Ohio .I1yricultural and Mechanical College, Tbat 
they disclaim for said College any cla.im to or interest in said money; and that the 
Secretary certify, under seal of said College, tbis action of said Board to E. P. Ken-
drick, Esq., at Chillicothe. 
The Board now acljomnecl. 
TUESDAY, January 12, 1875. 
The Board met, and a quorum being present, were called to order and 
proceeded to business. 
On a statement made by Mr. Sam. Kenclrick, and confirmed by Wm. 
Leete (agent for the College for the survey and sale of tbe Virginitt Mili-
tary lands), that a former agent had, by mistake, sold a tract of land 
belonging to said Kendrick, the matter was referred to a special com-
mittee to examine and report. 
Said committee now suhmitted the following, and tbe committee \Vas 
discharged : 
The committee to which was relerred the matter of the claim of Sam. Kendrick for 
one hundred and sixty acres of land in Pike county, part of survey No.-, having had 
before them the report of survey of said land and sale made by tbe late J. :1\1. Trim-
ble, find tbat said sale was made in the faith of said Trimble that said one bundred 
and sixty acres was the property of the College at the time the sale was made, and 
that be was led into the mistake by an erroneous survey of the same, made by one 
Ralph Hankins, one of the surveyors for the College. 
Tbey also find that said Kendrick was, at tbe time of said sale, anil still is, the 
owner of said land, and that the same was sold for $2.50 an acre. 
The committee therefore recommend tbat tbe Board accept tbe proposition made 
by said Kendrick to tbem, to compromise and adjust tbe matter by Kendrick's con-
veying said land to the College, anel that the College turn over to him",riel purchase 
money upon his delivery of such deed. 
[Signed] RALPH LEETE, 
A. WADDLE:. 
Th e report of Messrs. Waddle anel Leete, to whom was referred the 
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matter of Sam Kendrick, relative to one hundred and sixty acres of land 
sold by mistake, hav"tng been made to and considered by the Board, it is 
Ordered, Tbat the .ame be approved, and tbat the said Kendrick be paid the UID or 
$2.50 pel' Rcre fOT said land, out of any moneys of said College, upon said Kendrkk 
. executing to said College adeed in due form, with proper assurance of tiUe; and there 
is hereby appropriated tbe sum of 8400 for that purpose, 
After a free discus.ion of the importance of getting, if possihle, an 
increa.e to the endowment fund of the College, it was determined to 
make a further exertion to obtain from Congress an act to convey to the 
College the "swamp lands in Ohio," and also to prcBs before the Legis-
lature the bill now pendi ng to grant to the College certain remnants of 
lands known as "Canal lands," and for this purpose the Board proposed 
the following: 
Ordered, That the resolution passed on the 3d of May, 1874, appointing ex-Governor 
Dennison, Hon. 'VarTeD P. Noble, and Judge Jones a committee to proceed to Wash-
ington, be and is modi fit>d as follows: 
That. Charles J, Wetmore be appointed to go to Washington to procure certain amend-
ments to be made to the bill introduced into Congress hy lIIr, Jewett, ceding the 
CI swnmp lanus in Ohio" to the College, and to aid in procuring the passage of the bill. 
A Iso. :l\lr. Larwill, n member of this Board, is requested to give his attention to the 
bill recently introduced into th~ Senate by lIIr, Waddle, to grant certain unappropriated 
lands of the State to the College, and that be be and is authorized to procnre such 
help as be mny deem necessary in the performance of such undertaking; and it is 
Order,·d , 'l'hat said Wetmore be pai.d for h.is services 56.00 a day, and reasonable and 
necessa l'y expenses. 
And tb.t said JJarwlll also he paid his expenses to be incurred in and ahout his 
attention to said bill, as wen as for the service of any person or persons he may employ 
to aid Lim in the performance of sal(l duties j and it is fw,ther 
Ordered, That the appropriation of $500, made on Jliay 3d, be applicable to the 
payment of any expenses that may accrue in carrying into effect this order, and the 
Secretary is authorized to dIaw bis warrant upon the treasury for such purpose. 
The Board adjourned until tomofl'OW at 7 o'clock P,M, 
'VEDNESDAY, January 13,1875, 
The Board met at 7 o'clock P,M, 
Ordm'd, That 1 he Secretary of this Board be and is directed to collate and abstract 
from the various J'eports, data! and memoranda in his custody, and frOID any other 
Bources, and bl'ing togetl1er in the form of accounts, the receipts and disbursements of 
the College, derived from aJ.1 BOUTces, so as to exhibit, as nearly as practicable, 
1st. The cost or each structure on the College lauds, 
2d, The cost of equipping the seyeral departments, and the items of expenditure 
for each. 
3d, The cost of furniture for each building, 
4th. Tbe annual expense for gas and heating. 
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5th. Tbe expense and income from the Oollege farm. 
6th. Expenditures in improving the Oollege grounds, including roads, path, foun-
tain, etc. 
7th. Tbe rent and repairs 01 the several buildings, whetber leased or used lor the 
purposes of tbe Oollege. 
8th. An account of the expense of reclaiming and surveying the lauds o[ the 001-
lege in the Virginia Military District, and all moneys received and which may accrue 
from their sale. 
9th. That said Secretary procure suitable books, and cause to be entered tbe fore-
going and all other proper matters of accounts, with balances to be struck at the end 
of each fiscal year, so as to present and preserve, in separate form, every source of 
income and expenditul'e. 
And [or the purpose of carrying into eifectthis requirement of the Boaru of Trustees, 
the Secretary is authorized to employ, and take to his assistance, a competent acount-
ant to open said books, and bring the accounts down to the present year j Rnd he is 
also authorized to procure dust-proof file-boxes for the preservation oE reports, vouchers, 
and other valuable papers. Thecompensation for the services of sucb accountant shall 
be fixed by the Secretary, with the advice and consent of the EXbcutive Oommittee. 
Ordered, That all contracts for the ""Ie of Oollege lands in the Yirginia ~liIitary 
District shall be approved and signed by the President of this Board. 
It is likewise 
Ordered, Tbat $500 be and is hereby appropriated, to be expended by 1\1r Sullivant, 
for the benefit of the Oollege library, in tbe purcbase o[ such scientific or oll,.r stand-
ard works as he ma.y deem proper. 
It was also 
Ordered, 'l'hat the sum of $500 is bereby appropriated to meet such expenditures as 
may become necessary, and which are not otherwise provided for by specific appropria-
tions j said sum to be ill'awn by order of the Secretary, as in other cases. 
Ordered, That the Executive Oommittee o[ this Board be and are instructed to 
inquire into and ascertain what are the terms of employment of the janitor and Mr. 
Harding (the gardener), and when said terms expire; and whether the further 
employment ot a gardener is necessary, and if it is not, then to dispense with his 
services; also, to ascertain the necessary expense of operating the gas and heating 
apparatus, and to make such reduction in the cost oi operating the same as may be 
practicable. 
[Sjgned] Rut'l! L",",E, P,esi<icnt. 
T he Board then adjourned sine die. 
COLu,mus, ORlO, May 5, 1875. 
At a special meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Ohio Agricultural 
and Mechanical College, held this day in the rooms of the City Engineer, 
there were present Messrs. Noble, \Vaddle, and Sullivnnt-a quorum of 
the Board-and the Board was called to order, and Mr. Noble made Chair-
man. 
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There were present ex-Governor Dcnnison, Neil, Hinman, Fisher, and 
other citizens interested in the extension of the improvement of High 
street and along the front of the property owned by the College_ 
After hearing the views and requests of the parties represeuting the 
citizens, and an estimate of the cost which would fall on tho College as 
its pro rate, share of said improvement, the Board proceeded with the 
City Engineer, to examine the protllo of said line of improvement, and 
went over the ground, giving it personal inspection and receiving ex-
planations. 
Adjourned to meet to-morrow at 9 o'clock at the College. 
AGRICULTUHAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, JlIay 6, 1875. 
The Board met at 9 o'clock A.M. PreMnt, Messrs_ Noble, "\Vaelclie, and 
Sullivant. A conference was held with the President and professors, 
making also an inspection of the building, farm, and boarding-house; 
anel, reassembli~g at 11 o'clock, considered the following communication: 
[Copy.] 
COLO)fBU5, OUlO) May 4, 1875. 
~rR. JOSEPH SULl,lnNT, -Secretary of tM Board of Tru.tees of Agricultural College,' 
DEllR SIR: I am authorized by the State Board of Fish Commissioners to soHcit 
from your Board 01 Trllstees the privilege of erecting a fiah-hatching house all the 
Agricultural College farul, on the riyulet flowing from the SPl'ing, and west or the 
bridge which is crossed in going -from the boarding-house to t.he College. The struc-
ture will be a plain wooden ODe, about eigbty by thirty feet, and ten feet to the eaves. 
Water from the spring will be conducted through gas-pipe to the batchery. 
The huilding is to be under the control of the Fish Commissioners, but shall at all 
times be accessible to the College TI·ustees, professors, and students, and every facility 
extended for teaching practical fish-cltHure to tbe sludents of said College. 
Trusting that yourself as Superinteudental1d your Board of Trustees will not find any 
legal impediment to pre\ent the granting of this request, I have the bonor to be, etc., 
[Signed] J ORN H. KLrpPART, 
&cretary Board of Fi.8lL Commiss'ioners. 
Whereupon it was 
Ordered, 'l'hat the request of the Board of Fish Commissioners be granted on the 
terms therein specified, with the proviso that the site and gene.ral style of the building 
is approved by the Secretary of this Board, and the buildings be removed And this 
grant terminate at the demand and on reasonable notice of the rrrustees of the Ohio 
Agricultural and Mechanical College; and it is further 
Ordered, That the Secretary communicate to Mr. Klippal't a copy of the above. 
[The intent of the restrictions in the above order is to prevent any 
rude and unsightly building from being placed iu a promineut and con-
spicuous position on the present main approach to the College, and the 
power of terminating this grant is obviously proper, and in all other re-
spects the Board are in hearty sympathy with the object of the requcst.] 
The Board then passed the following preamble and resolntions relative 
to the High street improvement, and the Secretary was directed to pub-
lish the same in the city papers: 
'Vhereas, citizens of Columbus, interested in extending the improvement of High 
street, have applied to the Trustees of the Obio Agricultural an,l Mechanical College 
to assiEt in making said improvement along the eastern border of the College 1arm j 
and whereas the Trustees have given said application due cODsidmoation and exami-
nation, such as the great interests involved demanded, and they are constrained to 
say it is not within their power to give the asked-for aid; therefore, 
Rezolred, That, while recognizing the necesaity and importance of any general im-
provement of High street, which will directly in the future enhance the value of the 
college grounds, the Trustees have neither the means nor the power to assist in such 
impl'ovement, 
Resolved, Tbat tbe Ohio Legislature alone bas the authority and tbe means to grant 
the requisite aid; and it would be a just and proper thing to contribute their pro-
portionate share to an improvement which will add to the value of the college grounds, 
now the property of the State. 
On a confcrence with the keeper of the boarding-house, it was repre-
scnted that, owing to various circumstances, it was doubtful if he could 
continue the boarding-houso to the end of the session without temporary 
aid; and whereas it would be inconvenient and impolitic to attempt a 
change at this time, it was, after due consideration of the facts, 
Ordered, Tbat the Secretary of the Board advance to ~Ir. Worlein the sum of $150, 
taking a chattel mortgage as security ior the payment of the same on or before April 
1, 1876. 
The money was advanced on the above order, and a chattel mortgage 
taken upon a horse and wagon. 
It is hereby 
Ordered, That the Secretary be directed to procure trees and shruhberyand plant 
the same on the College grounds; to paint and place a plain portico to the farm-house, 
and make such other improvements on the grounds as hM'e been agreed on by the 
Boa,·d. 
It having been represented to the Board that there was a necessity of 
completing certain work in the chemical department, and adding to the 
means of instruction in the zoological department, the Secretary was 
directed to proceed to carry out, as far as may be, the original plan from 
the unexpended balances originally placed under his direction for this 
purpose. 
[Signed] 'VARREN P. NOBLE, 
Olw-irman pro tern. 
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COLmmus, OHIO, July 13, 1875. 
The Board met this day at 2 o'clock P.~I., and all the members being 
present, to wit, Messrs. Leete, Larwill, Noble, and Sullivant, the Board 
was called to order, and proceeded to business. 
A letter and accompanying documents from Mr. Evans, an attorney-at-
law at Portsmouth, Ohio, was laid before the Board, complaining of the 
action of our agent relating to certain tracts of land in the Virginial\ 
Military District. 
After It full examination, discussion, and explanation from the Presi-
dent of the Board, it was unanimously 
Resolved, 'rhat the charges appear to be a misapprehension, and the action of the 
President and agent seem to be without any just blame. 
In the matter of certain fee-bills, presented by the Sheriff of Scioto 
county, it was 
l/egolved, That the matter be referred to our agent, William Leete, with a request to 
procure the whole of the cost-bills in the suits referred to, and transmit them to the 
Secretary of this Board, who, upon the certificate 01 said agent that they are just and 
proper, is hereby directed to remit the amount 80 lound to the Sheriff 01 Sciot" county. 
In the matter of appointing an assistant teacher in the Department of 
Languages, 
Resolved, That it be referred to the ~xecutive Committee, who, at the opening of the 
llext session of the College, if they deem such an appointment necessary, are hereby 
elllpowered to make it, at a salary not exceeding S450. 
The Board, after visiting the College and boarding-house, adjourned 
until 9 o'clock to-morrow. 
WEDNESDAY, July 14, 1875. 
Board met, at 9 o'clock A.M., and proceeded to business. 
lIlr. Larwill offered the following, which was adopted: 
Whereas, Mr. Worlein, the present keeper of the b081'ding·house, has signified his 
desire to relinquish his lease, therefore 
Resolved, That the President and'Secretary are bereby directed to enter into contract 
with Walter Turner and George Engelke, lensing the boarding-house on such terms 
as may be agreed upon between the part.ies, and said Turner and Engelke giving a 
bond, with satisfactory security, in the S11ill of ten thousand dollar., for the faithful 
l)erformance of the stipulations of said contract. 
On motion, it was 
&80Z",d, That no room in the College edifice shall herealter be appropriated to the 
private use of any professor, ",ithout rent being paid therefur. 
On motion of Mr. Sullivant, 
l/egolved, That the sum of $50 is hereby appropriated for the purchase of maps, 
charts, otc., for the department of Ancient Languages. 
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Reso1t:ed, That the Executive Committee is directed to reduce, if practical, the run· 
ning expenses of the gas and beating apparatus; and in doing so, they are hereby 
empowered to remove the janitor or olher employes having charge, and to make sucb 
changes and appointments as they deem advisable. 
On motion, 
Ord<·ed, That the Secretary is clil'ected to settle the unpaid subscription of the Ohio 
Agricultural and Mechanical College to the High Street and College Railroad, by 
crediting 1\ir. Chittenden with said awn on his origina.l and unpaid subscription to 
s~cure the location of said College, as was agreed and understood when the Conege 
subscribed to said street railroad j provided, said Chittenden produces a certificate 
from the engineer that said road is completed according to the ordinance authorizing 
said road. 
Orderedjurther, That if after 80 crediting .Mr. Chittenden on his subscription to the 
College there remains a balance in favor of said High Street and College Railroad, tben 
the Secretary is directed to pay said balance by an order on OUT treasury. 
On motion of Mr. Noble, it was 
Ordered, Tbat the Secretary is directed to make a call upon the former Executive 
Committee of tbis Board, tbe Snperintendent of the College farm, and the former 
Superintendent of College buildings, for all books, papers, bills, accounts, or memo-
randa in their possession relnting to any or all e}..-penditures or accounts arising in the 
business of the Board and during the administration of said persons, in order that the 
same may be collated and preserved for easy reference, and help to show a detailed 
acconnt o( the expenditures of this Board in the purchase of the gronnds and im-
provements thereon, the erection and equipment o[ the buildings, and all incidentals 
relating thereto. 
rt is further 
Order,,!, That heads of departments in the College are hereby required to furnish 
the Secretal'Y, at the earliest possible clay, with a complete and detailed invoice of all 
property, tools, implements, apparatus, and material of e\Tery kind, in charge of their 
department and belonging to the College, to be kept on file in his office for reference 
and examination. 
The Board now adjourned sine die. 
A true copy, 
J. SULLIVANT, Bearela,·y. 
TREASURER'S REPOR T . 
COJ~UMllUS, OHIO, November 16, 1875. 
HON. RALPH LEETE, 
Chairm(tn of the Board of Trustee> of the O. 11. ancl M. College: 
DEAR 8m: I hand you herewith the fifth annual report of the finance 
of the College. This report is for the fiscal year which closed yesterduy, 
being from N""ember 16,1874, to November 15,1875, inclusive, and cou-
sists of three exhibits, us follows: 
r: A general statement of cash acconnts, showing the receipts, disbursements, and 
cash balance on hand this day. 
II. .A. statement shm\·ing the condition of the several appropriations made by the 
Board of Trustees, the expenditures from each during the year, and the balances sub~ 
ject to draft at date. 
ilL A statement furnished by the Auditor of State, showing the condition of the 
Endowment Fund of the College invested in lhe faith of the State. 
The three appropriations for "farm improvements, grading, fencing, 
repairs, preparing for botanic garden," for "grading and improving 
grounds," and for" improvements and repairs," have been consolidated 
into one account, and the balanco of the appropriation for "electric 
clock and gong" has been merged in the uppropriation for "furnitnre 
and appuratus for the College." 
VIIl.GINIA MILITARY J~AND SALES. 
On the 6th of January la t, by your direction, I receipted to Frank W. 
Arm~tlong, und on the 9th to William H . Leete, agents for the sale of 
lands in the Virginiu Military District belonging to the College, for a 
]urge number of notes given by persons to whom sales had been made, 
and for vuriou sums from ten dollars and fortY'one cents upwurds. 
The notes received from )1r. F . W . Armstrong amounted to ...... ... $8,25423 
.dDd those from 1Ilr. W. H. Leete to........... .. ....... .... ... .. .. .. ..... ... ... 13,542 73 
Making a total 01... ...... .. ...... ...... .. . ..... . ..... ... .. .. .... ..... .... .. . .. $21,796 96 
I bave received from the proceeds of sales or Virgin ia 
Military lands dUl'lng the ycar (see Detailed Statemerlt).. $8,121 82 
OftllisstlID there was received!romsundry per-
sons, chiefly from F. W. Armstrong, agent. .. $3,476 38 
For interest on above notes ..... ... ......... ......... 372 81 
3,849 19 
And on account of the principal of thefm'egoing notes... ...... .. .. .. ... 4,272 63 
Lenviug a balance of the above bills "eceivable in my hands, in 
process of collection through banks) or in suit, of ... . ........ ..... .. .. 817,524 33 
28 
My cash account shows receipts during the past fieeal year, in-
cluding a balance of $2,437.77, amounting to ................... .......... $41,601 22 
And disbursements lor the same period amounting to ......... ......... -10,392 74 
Leaving a balance 01 cash in my hands amounting to ......... $1,208-18 
The statements to which I have referred, and which are presented 
berewith, are, I apprehend, sufficiently explicit to give YOll a correct 
understanding of the current ope"ation of my department_ 
The detailed statements of receipts and disbursements for the year just 
closed are submitted herewitb, for sucb reference as your Board may 
direct. Tbe vOllChers to BU PPOl·t the disbureements are, for obvious 
reasons, retained for the in pection of the proper auditing committee 
of the Board. 
I would again respectfully call your attention to the provisions of the 
act of the General Assembly referred to in my last report, as follows: 
Section 14 of the act to establish and maintain the College, pas.eel March 
22,1870, requires, among other things in the annual repOl·t, "the amount 
of receipts and disbnvsements, ::md for what the disbursements were 
made; the numbe,' of professors, teacher, and other offieel's, and the 
position and compensation of each; * * * * an estimate of the ex-
penses of the ensuing year," etc., etc. 
The theory of the statute laws relating to the disbursement of public 
funds is, that there shall be annually published a detaileu account. It is 
a very proper provision, running tbrougb all the State departments and 
institntions. I should not deom it necessary to refer to this matter again, 
only to relieve my elf of any responsibility for the non-compliance witb 
this requirement of the law heretofore. No statement in detail has been 
published since that contained in the first annual report. My secoud 
anuual report, made equally in detail, was omitted altogether, only a 
brief abstract being publisbed. This action prompted the remarks made 
upon page 28 of the third annuall'eport, and substantially reiterated last 
yoar. I trust that tbe itemized accounts of receipts and disbursements 
may accompany the other documents and be published in the annual 
report, "according to law." 
Having been six times unanimously chosen Treasurer of the College, 
without solicitation, and fully appreciating the dignity and bonor thus 
conferred, I hereby surrender tbe office, with its pleasant associations and 
its responsibilities, and with the hope that I ba,'e measurably succeeded 
in discharging the trusts reposed in me honorably. My resignation is ten-
dered to take effect at the expiration of my term, or upon the election 
and qualification of a successor. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, yours, 
HENRY S. BABBITT, Trea8urer. 
29 
STATE~,[ENT I. 
A GI-:NERAL STATEMEXT OF CASI1 ACCOUl"TS FOn THE FISC~\L YEAR ENDL~G NOYE)I-
UE[{ 15, 1875 
HENRY S. BADBll'T, Treasurt7', 
In account with the Ohio .Agricultural afid Mechanical Col/ege. 
DR. 
lS74-Nov. 15. To balance of casb on band ........ ..................... ... ...... .. ... S2,437 77 
l 75~ -Nov. 15. 
For sundry amounts received as follows: 
From State Treasury. on acconnt of income of en-
dowment fund, being proceeds of Teql1sitioDA 
for $27,000 made November 14,1875, and $2,000 
of the requisition for $10,000, made November 
2, 1875, as per Statement III ........ . .. ............. $29,000 00 
From sluden ls' term bills .. .. ...... .... ... ,_ .... ......... 1,440 50 
From Tent of houses-
President Orton .............. ...... ... .. .. .... $~SO 00 
Prof Townsbend .................. '" .... .. ... 50 00 
Prof. Mendenhall ........ .... .. ... .. .... .. .... 87 95 
From interest on bank nccount .. _ ... .. .......... .... . 




Total receipts during tbe year .. ...................... ..... 39,163 45 
Total receipts, including balance .............. _ ...... $41,601 22 
CONTRA, CR. 
By disbursements as fo11oll"s, and as per detailed 
accounts submitted with vouchers: 
For expf'nses of Trustees ._ ........ . .................... . 
For current expenses) support and maintenance 
For farm impr'Jvenlents, grading and imI?roving 
grounds, fences, repairsJ and prepRrmg [or 
botanic garden ...... .. .................................. .. 
For account of boarding-balL .. .. . .................... . 
For account of main buildil 'g and premises .... .. 
For furniture and apparatus for Oollege ......... .. 
For account of mess-hall or club-house .......... .. 
FOl' Neil avenue railroad (part) ..................... . 
For amount due Sam. Kenddck, Ior land sold by 
mi~take ($350 also paid from miscellaneous 
fund) ........... . .............. . ...... .. . ... ........ .. ....... . 
For support of the library ......... .. .................. . 
Ii'or maps) charts, etc., for department of Ancient 
For::f~te:,;~~;;~ ~'~'l;~~d'it~r~~ '(i:;~i~g' $i5ii p~id 













Total disbursements for tbe year ... ........ ........... .... $40,392 74 
Leaving balance of cash on hand (in the 
designated depository) ............ . .. ............. ........... $1,208 48 
S1'A'l'EMENT IL-APP110P1U ATIONR. 
A 81'ATE)lEN'r SHOWnUf THE BAL.\NCES Ok' TIU~ SEVERAl. ApPKOPRIATlON8 AT TilE TUmINNTNG O~' TilE FlSCAL YEAR ISio, THE AMOUNTS 
APPROPRI.\TED AND THE ~U"lIS EXPENDED nUltiNG THE YE.-\Il, Al"I> THE nkL.AXCES JUnrAININO SUU.JEc -r TO nUAI;-<J' AT Tln~ END OF 'rJ-lE 
YEAR, NO\'EbtuER 15, 1875. 
FOR WRAT PURPOSE ApPROPRlA'I'ED. 
Balances un' IAPproprinti1nSI Amount sub-
expended Nov. made dor'g fis- ject to dralL ill 
15, 1874. cal year 1875. 1875. 
Expenses of Trostees ........ ... .. ...... ... ........ ... .. .. . 
Uorrent expenses-for support and maintenance ....... .... " ...... . 
Farm improvements-grading and improving grounds, fences, 
$334 35 
4,027 ~4 
repairs, and preparing for botanic garden ....... .... ............. HH 5,883 ~7 
Boarding·hall .............. . ...............................• .. _......... .. ... .... I,OH581 
Completion of main building and grounds ....... . ......... ...... ...... 9,918 59 
Furniture and apparatus for College .. ........... .. .... u" • • H.H.. •••••• .5,9D7 98 
Mess hall or club-bouse .. .............. ..... .. .................. . HH ••••• •••• • 1,59500 
Exp,enseR of Commissioner t.o 'Washington ........ ........ . ...... ...... 500 00 
N 61l .A. "en ue Hail road · ..... ... ................. .. ............. ................. ...... .... .... ...... . 
To pay Mr. Haerline ........... .......................... ................. ......... ... .... ....... ... . 
To pay S. Kendrick for Virginia lIlilitary lands sold by mistake t .................... . 
Library .... ...................... . ....... .... ......... ...... .............. . ........ , .................... . 
Maps, charts, etc., for department of Ancient Langnagfs ............................ .. 
Miscellaneous expenditures, not otberwi,e provided lor by 
...... ............... $334 35 
~30,000 00 34,027 34 
..................... 5,8S3 87 
.................. .. . 1,09581 
............... ...... 9,918 59 
5,H07 98 
...... ......... ...... 1,1)\15 00 
50000 
1,200 00 1.2UO 00 
2000 2000 
400 00 40000 
liDO 00 500 00 
5000 5000 
500 00 50000 specific appropriation ........................... ............... .... ......... , ......... .......... . 
----1----1- ._-




















jecl to draft 















* Hemainder of subscription of 83,000 paid by settlement of claim against n. T. Chittenden . tThe sum of $750 was paiJ, the balance 





A S,. .. \TE:\IENT IlOWINQ THE AMOU-~T AND CO)iDITJO~ OF THE OUIO AGRJCUVTURAL AND 
l\fECllA~tcAL OOLI~EGE FeND, COMj10'fED (BY THE AUDITOD OF S1'AT]~) UNDER PRO-
"fSJON$ OF THE AC'r PASSED FlmRUARY 10, lR70. (0. L., VOI" 07, PAGE 15.) 
Amount of fund as principal. Jnnuary 1.1875 •.. ......... .. ................ ......... S493.5:?9 32 
Add interest on same lor six mouths. to July 1. 1875 ............. $14.805 85 
Add pt'oceeds o( coupons of $34,500 of the FrankLIn county 
Agricultural bonds, due l\Iarch 15, ISi5, at 7 per cent. per 
aunum interest,............... ..................... ... .... ... . ... ...... ...... 1,207 50 
Add interest on saIne to July 1, 1875, at (3 per cent. interest, 21 13 
Tots! additions first six months. ..... ..... ........ ......... .... .. $16.034 51 
Deduct for the same period payments bv the Treasurer of 
State. as lollows : -
Dec. 4.1874 ... $4.000 OO ... Interest to July 1. 1875 .. $137 33 
Dec. 23.1 74. .. 3.000 00..... " " 93 bO 
Feh. I. lR75... 5,000 00... 125 00 
Mar. 31. 1875... 5.000 00... 75 00 
May 21. 1875. .. 5.000 00.... 32 50 
$22.000 00 5463 33 
Total deductions first six mouths ... ... ....... .. ........ . .... . 
K et deductions July 1. 1875 ............ ....... ... .... ... .... ...... . .... .. ........ . 6.42882 
Leaving amount of new principal, July I, 1875 ........... .. .. ............ 8487,100 50 
Add llltE>rest on same six mouths, to January 1, 1876 .... ........ $14,613 01 
Add coupons of Franklin county Agricultural bonds. due 
,:eptember 1,1875........ ......... ...... ...... .... .. .... .... ...... ......... 1,207 50 
Add interest on same to January 1. 1876... .. . .. ... . . .. .... .. ......... 21 13 
Total additions second six months ....... . ....... . ........ ..... '15.841 6,1 
Deduct amount paid by Treasurer of State as follows: 
July 2. 1875 ..... . .......... ........ .. .. . . ............ . ......... $5.000 00 
Interest on snme to Jan uary 1. 1876.... ....... ....... .. 148 33 
No\'ember 2, 1875 (on account of a requisition for 
$10.000. leaving $8.000 undrawn) .. .. ..... ...... .. .... 2.000 00 
Interest on same to January 1. 1876......... .. ............ 19 33 
7.J67 66 
Ket additions second half year...... ... ...... ... ...... ... ...... .... ..... ......... 8.673 9S 
Leaving amount of principal dpl'ived from proceeds of sale of land 
scrip, and accumulations thereto, to January 1. 1876 ......... .. .. . ... $-195,774 4S 
Upon this snm, interest at the ra.te of six per cent. perannUID, compound-
ed semi-annually. is payable under the laws of the State to the Treas-
eI' 01 the Oollege. III addition to this. a deposit was made in the State 
Treasury by the Trnstees of the College, in compliance with the pro-
visions of an Act passed JanuRl'Y 20, 1871, of the seven per cent. bonds 
of Franklin county. Ohio. amounting to the sum 01......... ......... ......... 34,500 00 
Making an aggregate fund held hy tbe State in trust for the College of $530.274 48 
The interest upon this SUID, computed upon the above terms, for 1876, will amount 
to $32,203.73 which amollnt will be payable during the year 1876, and as the Treas-
urer of the College bas made requisition for ol1ly $10.000 of the interest which was 
payable ill 1875, there remains a balance of $22,069 subject to future requisition, if it 
should be demanded. 
The forego ing is a correct statement, and taken from the advance sheets of my an-
nual report for 1875. I 
JAB. VVILLtAYS, Auditor of State. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, Novem'ber 16, 1875. 
By HENRY S. BABBITT, Chief Cltrk. 
32 
STATE~rENT OF CASH RECEIVED 
FKO:ll ALL SOUll.CES DURING TUE F18CAL YEAR E:o.:D1NG NOYElIDJ-:R 15,1875, BY HEXBYS. 
B .\BBlTT, rrRI\:ASURER O~~ OlI10 AGRICULTUR~\I .. AND Ml~CllANlCA].j OOLLEGE. 
Date. From what source. 
1874. 
Nov. 14 Balance of casb on hand ... .................................... ........... ...... . 
19 Interest on bank account to 15th, $71.32 i less item for check-
book, $5 ............................................................................ . 
Dec. 4 Tre?csurer of St~\te, in~?lUe of Endo~ment l?~?d ....... .............. .. . 





F. W. Armstrong, a~ent Virginia 1>lilitary land sales ................ .. 
S. J. Thomas, note, $-16.67 i interest, 8267 ... ...... ... ..... . .............. . 
F. 'V. Armstrong, alJent Virginia Military lands .. ............. ........ . 
Treasurer of State, Income of fund ..................... , ................... . 
J. Hayslip, note, $~1.57 i interest, $1.23 .................................. . 
15 F. ,\V .. /\.rmstrong, agent;, Virginia MiUtarY,}ands~:::: :: .. : .. ::::::::::::: 
Second National Bank, Ironton, note of 'Milton Rankin, S281; 
interest, $18.20 ........ ... ........... .. ............................................ . 
19 Prof. Townshend, house rent ............ .. ............................. .. .. . .. 
23 F. ,\V. ATmstrong, proceeds of--Menken's P3f:lt due note for 
v'Tirginia ~Iilitary lands ...................................... , .. ... .. ......... .. 
24 H P. K. Peck, on note, $36.63; inte.rest, 3ge ........................... .. 
27 Students, terln bills ...... , ....... .. ........... .............. , ..................... . 
President Orton, house rent ... .............. : ........... , ...................... . 
)far. 2 G. \V. Lewis, note, 20; interest, $2.25 .................................. .. 
12 E. Simpson, on account of note for $203 ........... ...... .............. .. .. 
25 W. J. Flagg, note, ${53.45; interest, $26.98 ............................. . 
26 J. C. Freeman, Dote. 64.93 j interest, $7.57 ............................ .. 
27 J. F. M., and n. B. Humphreys, note, $233; interest, $27.46 .... .. 
Plummer, Webb & Walsh, balance of note, $125; interest, $32.25 
Jarrett Newman, on note, $10.98 j interest, $392 ..................... .. 
ProL :Mendenhall, on account of rent ...................................... . 
April ~~::id~~~ O~to~,t~oi~sc~~~t~~ .. ~~.~.:::::·.~~: ::::::'::.::~::. ::::::::: ::::::::: 
2 F. W. Armstrong, agent, for Wallis & Donaldson's P88t due note 
for l.nd ....................................................... .. ................... . 
5 II Schneider, two notes, $44.58 i interest account, &3.42 .......... .. 
26 J. S. Reed, note, $97.71 j interest $2.0 .. 1:.. ................. .... ........... .. .. . 
29 E. Tener, note, $32.75 i intere t, $3.68 .... ................................. .. 
Big John Copass, note, 8l8.12 ...................... ......... ............... .. 
Leouidns Copass, note, $20.55 j interest, $2.18 ........................... .. 
Jona. Glaze, note, $43.75 j interest, 90c ...... M .. ........................ .. 
j)Iay President Orton, hOllse rent ...................... ............................ .. 
Students, term bills .............................. .. ........ .. .................... . 
15 W. H. Taylor, note, S33.50; interest. $3.77 .... . .......................... . 
20 G. ,V. Lewis, note, $16.83; interest, 75c ........... .. ...................... . 
Elijah Shoemake~,. note, S16.:H; interest, 2.54.. ........................ . 
Students, term bLus, .......................................................... .... . 
21 Treasurer of State, income of fuud ...... , ..... ............................. . 
25 Students, term bills ....... ....... ...... : ... .. ..................................... .. 
30 Interest on monthly balances in bank for five months, to date .. . 
President Orton, honse rent ...... .............................. .. ..... , ........ . 
July 2 Treasurer of State, income of fund ...... .. ...... ...... .................... .. 
26 W. J. Flagg, amount of four notes, $1,813.80; accmed interest, 
$136.03 ............................................. ......... .. .................... .. .. . 
29 F . N. Beebe, on note for $400 ......... .............. .... ..................... .. 
30 W. T. Boldman, note, $25; interest, $1.54.. .............................. . 





























































STATEMENT OF CASO RECET\?En-COntinued. 
From what source. 
E. Simpson, note, 8178; interest, $12.18 .................................. .. 
Proceeds of J. Sullivant's draft on Kinney "ationa] Bank for 
$916, for Virginia Military lands sold .................................. . 
W. Staley, note [or 624.50 j interest, $3 ............................... ...... . 
F. N. Beebe, interest on note ................................................ .. 
F. W. Armstrong, agent, Virginia. Military lands ....... .. ............. . 











15 Wiley Austin, note, $46.67; interest, $~ 51 .......•.. ...........•.......... 






22 Hazel~acker & Hoc~adeD, i:::r~~i'::::.:'.::·:.:·::":::.~:::::::~::::~::::::::::: 
I~lbert Dear} part of note .. ........ .. ............................................ . 
John Williams, II .. .. ... ... ....... . ...................... . .............. . 
P. O'Brien, ............ ........... ........ ... ...................... . 
2 Treasu rer of State, income of fund ......... ............................... . 
15 E. Carter, Dote, $13,88 j interest, $1.52 .... .. ............... ........... ...... . 








F. 'V. Armstrong, agent, proceeds of note or~J. ~1. Davidson, for I 
land sale .... .... .... ..... ...... ....... ..... .. .... .. ... .. .... .... .. ......... ..... .... 13 IS 
Interest on bank balances to date...... .... ..... ......... ......... ...... ...... 6{ Ii 
1--
Total casb receipt-B, including balance November 15, 1874 ..... $41,601 22 
Total disbnrsements .for 8.:1.me period, as per itemized 1\ccount ..... 40,392 74 
Leaving balance of cash on hand (in designated depository).. $1,208 48 
3AC 
MEMORANDUM OF ORDERS PAlD BY H. S. BABBITT, TREASURER, FOR TH E FISCAL YEAR ENDING NOV. 15, 1875. 
ot Date. o~ 
Z5 
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151 I 21 
To whom paid, aod lor ,,:bat purpose. I From what appropriation . 
Osborn, Kershaw & Co., CU1'taIOS for boardmg-bouse ........... ........... . ....... .. Boardtng-house .... ................ ..... . 
Franklin Machine Co., sundries for /Zas works.... . .... ...... ......... ... ...... ......... Cnrrent expenses ......... ............. .. 
Joseph Trautma.n, ''''ork on heating apparatus .... ...... ... . .. ..... ...... .. ............. Main building 
H. H. Parry, " II . . .. . .. . . . ....... .. ,. •• • ••• ...... ........ II 
Prof. A. H. Tuttle, salary [or November .. .. ...... .. ........... " .......... ....... ...... .. Current expenses .. ... . 
Prof. S. A. Norton " ..... . .. .. ..... ....... .. .. .. .... . .. ...... .. ....... II . . . . ... . .............. . . 
Prof. R. W. lIIcFarland, ...... ... ...... .... .. ... ...... .. ... .... .. ......... .. .................... .. 
Jospph Sullivant. ...... ... ......... .... ..... .. ............... ...... .. .... .. ... ....... ... . 
President Edward Orton, 
Prof. N. R. rl'ownshenrl, 
Prof. T. C. lIienrlenhall, 
P rof. Josepb Mill ikin, 
l'ror. J . H. Wright, .. ...... . ... ... .. .... ................... .... ... . .. 
Thomas 1.1atbew, ......... .... ........ . ... .. ...... " .... .. .. .. .. , .. 
Cbarles Babbitt, his own salary and firemllll's wages ..... . 
Thomas Mathew, materials for drawing department .... .. ....... .. ................ .. 
H. W, . Newell , new club-house .... ............ .. ........... : ............ ... .... ..... ......... 1 Club·house, ................. .. ........... . 
Columbn8 Transfer Co. , freIght and drayage on radilltors, etc ... .. ............... Mam bUlldll1g .............. ............. .. 
F. W. Foster, labor and materials ill laboratory........ .. .. ..... ..... .... ...... ...... " 
eame jj "for heating apparatuB ..... , ... ... . . " .. .. .... .. . 
S. S. lIIartin, in laboratory .............. . .... ................ .. .. 
AstOllJ Taylor & Huff: stoVE'S for studpnts' rooms ... ..... . ............ ................ . 
U. ti, Express Co., dlurges on pack!lge of drawing mate-rial .......... . . " .. \, .... . 
President Edward Orton, salary for DecembE'T ........ . ..... ............ .. . 
Prof. T. C. :.\J end~nhall , jj ...... . ..... . ...... . 
Prof S. A. ;\ MUm, 
Prof. Joseph Millikin, 
Prof. N S. Townshend, 
Prol. R. W. McFarland, 
Prol. A. H. Tuttie, 
Prof. J . H. Wright, 
Thomas "Mathew, 
Gharleg Babbitt. his own salary ruld "Bistani's wages 
Jas. W. Queen & Co., apparatus, etc ........................... .. 
Fnrniture and apparatus ..... ::::::::: 
CurrE'n~1 expenses ............. . 












































































221 H. ,Yo Newell, new club-house .................. ...................... .. 
23 Beckley & Allen, bnggy and wagon hire ...................... .. 
2+ TItOtnRS MHtht'w. materials for drawing dppartment ...... .. 
Prof. N. S. l·owll.heud, Mr Harding'S .lIlory from October to Jitnoary .... . 
Club·honse ................................ . , 
()urren~. bxpenses ...................... . 




'Veinman & Son, steam pump and fixt,ul'es ... ................................. " ..... . 
Joseph Sullivant, salary fm" December ....................................... .. ......... .. 
Maiu building .......................... .. 
Current expenses ............. .... ..... . 
Jan. I Henry S. Bahbitt one quarter'. salory and expen.e ................................. . 
Feb 
PrE:'f'ident Edwnrd Ol'tOD) stationery and postage ... ............. ... .. . ............ .. . 
6 Henry T. Cbittenr1£'Il, strpet railroad .......... , .......................................... . Neil A"enue Railroad ................ .. 
12 H. W. Newell, building club·hou.e ..................................... .. Club honse ............................... .. 
Kilbourne . .Tones & Co I hardware ......................... , .... . . 
13 Ralph Leete, adverti";ng sRIe of Vil'j!inia Military land .......... ................. . 
14 Oolumhns Tran:::;fer Co., freight on boxes...... ......... ... ...... ......... ...... ....... . :trIain bui1ning ... ... .. ..... , ... ........... . 
Cllrren~, expenses .. .. ........... .. 
23 Pl'of Jo~pph Millikin, salary for January ....... ...... .. ......... ........... ......... " .. CUl'r~nt expenses ...................... .. 
Rirhnrd Jones, balance in full for painting builrlings........... ...... ...... ........ Farm improvement.s, et.c .. .. ........ .. 
25 Chas. J. \VetIllOl'e, expensE'S to Washin~toll on account of swamp lands .. .. . liUl'l'pnt f'xppm;es ...................... . 
26 Ohio Furniture Co., apparatus and furniture for boarding·house................. I'ur"iture and .ppar.tus ............ .. 
Null. i,sued to S Kenrlrirk ano taken up .................................................. .. .......... .. ..... ...... ...................... . 
Prof. :-I. S Townshend. salary for Jaouary ............................... .. ............. Current expenses .......... .. 











Prof. A. H. Tuttle, " ......... :.. ...... ...... ........ ........ ...... .. ................... .. 
Prof. R W. McFarland, ......... ........ . .............. ......... ...... .. .................... .. 
Prof. R. A Norton, ...... ...... .................... ......... .... .. .. ..................... . 
President Edward Orton, 
Prof. J. H. Wri~bt, 
Thorn •• Mathew, ....................... .... .......... . ........ . 
Charles Babbitt, " .............................................. . 
Prof. T. C. ~1endenhall, apparatus and furniture ........................ .. ............ / Furniture and apparatus ............ .. 
Wi lliam Larwill , pro~ecuting lann claims...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... Ourrent expenses ............ .......... .. 
AHren Rit"on, material for nse of dE'pal'tments ........................................ , If 
ChRrle~ Bllbbitt, various itRms ........ .. ... ...................................... .. .......... .. 
JOSE-ph Sullivant. saJary for JannAry ..................................................... .. 
Prof. N. S. TownFlhend, fa rm improvempnt ............................................. 1 Farm improvements, etc .......... .. .. 
J. Annrpw, repairing pumps for boa,rding-house...... .. .......... ...... ...... ... .. .... II 
S. S Martin, furrutnre .................................. .... ...................... .. ............ . 
E. E Corwin. cleaning aod scrnbbin~ new club·house ........ .. .. .... .... .. ...... .. 
Jesse Rtone. furniture for boarding·house ........................................... .... . 
J. M Westwater, apparatus and furniture .......................... ............... ... .. 1 ........... .. 
President Edward Orton, salary for February .............................. ........ ... Current expenses ................ .. .... .. 
Furnitlll'e and appllratlls:· ........... ::::::: 
New (·Iub-hou"e ......................... . 









































l\h':~lOnANnl'\1 oJ'< UROEH~ P.Atn, E'r('.-Onntiuued. 
"St 0""1 Date. Z~ 
-~ 
191 Feb. 28 
192 
To whom paid, and for wl,.t purpose. 










Prof, R. A, Norton, II .. " .................. .. 
Prof. Joseph l\filliken, ...................... .. 
Prof N. ~. To,vnshend, ........................ , ..... ..... ..... ... . 
Prof. R. W. McFarland, ............. ... .. 
Prof. A. H. Tuttle, ................. . 
Prof. .r. H. Wright, .. ......... .... ..... ....... .. .............. .. 26/ Prof. Thomas Mathew, " ............. .... ........................... . 
Ohas. J . Wetmor." exrenses to Washington- ceded lands ...................... .. 
27 P. Hayden, coal for bo.rding·house ...... .. ............................... .. ............. .. 
~021 March 1 
203 -I 
204 
Jns. 'V. Newman, ad\'crtising salc of Virginia military lands .............. . .... .. 
Oharles Habbitt, salary and expen ... " .................. .................................. . 
llallev & ~('hwarz, work amI malerial .... ............................... .. .............. .. 





















5 Samuel Kendrick, Virginhl military lands .. .... ........................................ .. 
6 .Toseph Sullivant, salary ........... . ......................................................... .. 
13 Thomas Mathew, apparatus .................................................................. .. 
20 William Holden, .pp.ratus for zoological dep.rtment.. ........................... . 
22 Sereno ' VatsoD, No. 65, "Flora Bl'aziliensis" .......................................... .. 
25 Prof. T. O. Mendenhall, repairs on house ................................................ . 
27 S. S. Martin, work on tables .......................... .... .................. .. .............. .. 
29 President Edward Orton, salary lor March ............................... .... ...... .... . 
Pro!. T. C. Mendenhall, " 
Prof. S. A. Norton, 
Prof. Jos Milliken, 
Prof. N. S. Townshend. 
Prof. R. W. McFarland, 
Prof. A. H. Tuttle, 
Prof. J. H. Wright, " 
';;;;1' i;~~k·i;i;e·($3·.00j'::::.:·.: "::::.:: 
I 
Prof. '['homas Mathew, " ............. .. 
I Aston, Taylor & Huff, apparatus, etc ........ ......................................... .. .. 
2 Will. T. Harding, three months' salary to April. ................................... .. 
3 Joseph Sullivant, salary and expenses ...... .. .......................... ................ . .. 
fi Oharles Babbitt," " ...... .. ...................... ...... ................ . 
From what appropriation. 
Currel1~: Expenses ...................... . 
Special, $.00; ~1iscellane's, $350 ... 
Current expen~es ...... ................. . 
Furniture a:~d appal'atus ............ .. 
Library .................... ... .. ::::.::::::::: 
Farm impl'ovements, etc .. .. .... " .. .. 
.F'urniture ruld apparatus ............ .. 
Curren~1 expenses ................... .... . 
Furniture and apparatus ............ .. 
Farm improvements, etc ............ .. 














































































Columbus Gas and Coke Company, coke for gas-house ........................... .. 
Sidney 11. Short, apparatus ... .................... ............................................ . 
COluley & Francisco, expenses .......................... ....... ........................... . 
Ca.rl L. Met;!~. removing apparatuB ..... ... .. .......... ........... . 
American Xaturalist, library .................. . , ... ..... ................. ... ......... ..... . 
De1awart> Chair Company, furniture, etc .................. .. 
Slade & Kelton , apparatus, etc ........ . ............ .......... .. 
Ralph .Lpele, expenses .............. ......................... .... , ... .... ................. . ..... . 
\Vill~::eLarwilll:: ::::::::::::::::::' .. .............................. ....................... . 
Charles StQcldcr, apparatus, etc ........................ .. 
Prf'sident Erlward Orton, salary for April ...... ... .... ................. .... .. .......... . 
Prof. 'r. C. Mendenhall, " ............................... ................ . 
Pro£. N. S. Townshend, 
Prof. S. A. Norton, 
Pro!. R W McFarland, 
Pro!. J. Millikin, 
Prof. A. H. l'lIttle, 
Pro!..r. H. Wright, ................ .............................. .. 
Prof. Thomas ~fo.thew, ................... . 
John K. ~IcDonllld, carrinp:e and buggy hire .. .. ... .. ................................ . 
Charles Babbitt, bis own salary and assistant's wages ............................... . 
Thomas l\iatbew, apparatus, etc ....................... ........... .......................... . 
James \Y. Queen & Co, appar~tlls, etc .. ............................... ........... " .... .. 
S. S. Ma rtin . work ...................................... . .... .. 
CharIes (~. Lord, library ..................... . ................................ . ............. .. 
Columbus Transfer Company, removing apparatus .................................. . 
Albert Worlein, loan (continuing boarding·house) ........... ........................ . 
Prof R. W. lIf.Farland, target slaves ................ ....... . 
F. W. FosteT, apparatus ............................. . 
Prof. A. H . Tllttle, sl\JaTy ................................. . 
HenTy S. Babbitt, expenses ........ .. ...... .... .. ...................................... ..... . 
saine microscope ............ ... ........... .. ................................... . 
Robert Clarke & Co., periodicals ....... .... .. ............................................ .. 
Joseph Sullivant, saJary for April anrl May .............. . 
President Edward Orton, salary for lIIay .................. . ...................... ...... . 
Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, " ... .............................................. . 
Prof. S. d. Norton, 
Prof..J. Millikin, 
I.ll'of. N. S. Townshend, 
Furniture and app~;~t~;~· ....... : ::::::::: 
Current expenses ...................... .. 
Furniture and appa.ratus ............ .. 
Library ..................... .. ............. . . 
Furniture a?,d apparatus ............. . 
Expen~7rustee8 ....... . . :::::::::::::' 
Current expense8.:~:: .. :: ::::::: :::::::: . 
Furniture and apparatus .... .. ...... .. 
Cu rren t, jcxpenses ...... ... ..... . ....... . 
FtlI'niture a~,d app·~~t·us·.::::::::::::: 
Farm improvements .................. . 
Library ...... ............................. .. 
Furniture and apparatus ............. . 
Miscellaneous .............. .... .... ... ... . 
Furniture a~,d apparatus ............ . 
Current,?Xpellses ............. .. 
Furniture and appar .. tus ........ .... .. 
Library .............. ...................... . 
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MEMORANDL'j\.( 0&' ORDIms PAm, ETc.-Continued. 
To whom paid, and ror what purpose. From wbat appropriation. 
Prol. R. W. McFarland, salary for )Iay .......... . 
Prof. J. H. Wright, " ................... . 
Prof. Tholl18S Matbe .... ", " ..... ........................ ... ................ .. 
Oharles Bubbitt, salary and wages of fireman .............. ............................ .. 
S. S. lIIartin, labor ................................................................................ . 
Curren t"ex penses ....................... . 
'r. B. Potts & Sons, repairing roo!.. ....................................................... .. . 
Jed. Keeley, repairing and whitewashing .. ,' ........................................... . 
Oscar Orlopp, subSCription to Oentenmnl Gazetteer ................... ....... .... .... . 
R. G. Hallford, trees and shrubbery ....................................................... . 
F. W. Foster, work in chemicallabol'atory .............................................. . 
J. A. Roberts, work on cases ................................................................. . 
Farm}mprovements: ,repail's, et!: .. 
Library .................................... .. 
Farm Improvements, etc ............ .. 
Furniture a~d apparatus ............ .. 
R. A. Roberts, II ........................................ .. .................. . ... .. 
1. W. Lyon & 00., Hasting'. Polar World, etc ...................................... .. 
S. A.. Buchanan, painting hOllS~, cases, etc ............................................ .. 
Prof. A. H. Tuttle, articles for zoological department 
same expenses relating to same ..................... .. 
William Fairchild, barrel 01 high·wines for zoological departruent.. .......... .. 
Prof. J. Millikin, salary lor June ........ . .. .. ............... .... ........................... . 
Pres. Ed word Orton, " ...... ...... .... .. .................. ................... .. 
Prof. N. S. TO\VllShend, II .............. . ........................................... .. 
Library ................ . .................. .. 
Farm improvements, etc .. ...... .... .. 
Furtlltnre at(~d apparatus ............. . 
Curren t1 1expenses ......... :: :::: ~'.::::: : 
Prof. T. O. Mendenhall," .. ...... .......... ... ....................... . ............. .. 
Prof. R. W. McFarland," ........................................................... . 
Prof. A. H. Tuttle, ...................................... . ................... .. 
Prof. S A. Norton, ........................ ......................... ..... .... .. 
Prof. J. II. Wright, 
Thomas l\Iathe,,', ......................................................... .. 
S. S. Martin, furniture for Oollege ................ . ...................................... .. 
S. A. Buchanan, repairs ....... .. .......... . ... .. 
Julius Greeno"', apJJaratuB ......... ... ... ..................... ... .. .... ........... .. ........ .. 
Sundny Morning News, expenses of advertising ..................................... .. 
Kaiser & Bro., repairs to boaJ'dinlj.hous~ roof ...... ... ................................ . 
rrhoIDas i\lathf'w, materials, drawmg depol tll1ent.. ....... .. ............. .. .......... .. 
Dispatch Printing 00., adv~rtisiug commencement exercjses 
Oolumbus Door and Sash 00., dressed lumber lor Oollege ......................... . 
FurnituTp. and app~~~t~~·.::::::::::::. 
Improvement and repairs .......... .. 
Furniture and apparatus ........... .. 
Current f>xpenses ..................... . 
Boarding.hall ..................... .. .... . 
Cnrrentuexpenses ...................... .. 












































































J oseph Sullivant, salary for June ..... ...... .. .. .. ............................ .. .. .. ....... .. 
G. W. Gleasou, library .. .. ...... ...... .. ....... .. .................. .. 
S. S. Martin, carpenter's work in laboratory ...................... .. 
Oharles Babbitt, salary and expenses .. . 
President Ed ward Orton, expenses .... .. 
same 'I 
.. .. , ... 
J. L. Lott, music furnished .................. .. 
Kilbourne, Jones & 00., bard ware ............................ .. .. 
F. W. Merrick, copying and drawing up contract.. ..................... ... .......... .. 
8am~el Buchanan , pai!1ting ... ......... ... ........... . 
NevlDs & Myers, prmtmg !,OOO catalogues ............................................. .. 
Prof. N. S. Townshend, expenses ................. . 
F. W. Fost.er, carpentering ..... . 
John Donlan, carriage bire ................ ..... ............. ........ ... " 
Prof. Asa Gray, subscription to Flora Braziliensis ...... .. 
B. \Vesterman & Co., department of ancient languages 
Ohio Fllrniture 00., apparatus and furnituJ'e ....... .... ....... ........... ............ .. . 
S. S. Martin, It II ......... . ......................... . .... . .. . 
OharleB Babbitt, Bltary .... .. ......... .. ........................................................ . 
J. Sullivant, " ......... ............................. . .... ............ .. 
Door, Sash and Lumber 00., furnitnre and apparatus ........ . ................. . 
McCune, Lonnis & Stoner, paints, varnish, glass, etc .... .... . ............. .. ....... . 
Prof. N. S. Townshend, ad\'ertising Oollege in Ohio Farmer ...................... . 
F. W. Foster, apparatus and furniture .... ............................................... .. 
S. S. l\1artin, work in chelnicallaboratory ........ . 
(Not presented for payment) ............... ...... .. .. .. 
Franklin Machine Co., repairs on boilers ...................................... ......... . 
~es~\ia~~in~l\;=~, f~~~~:~~t·:::::.·:.·:::.·::::.:·:::::::.:·:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: 
James W. Queen & 00., apparatus for physical laboratory ....... .. .............. . 
J. Sullivant, salary .......... ................... .... .......... . 
President Edward Orton, salary for September 
Prof. T. O. Mendenhall, " 
Prof. S. A. Norton, 
Pro!' Joseph Millikin, 
Prof. N. S. Townshend, 
Pro!. R. W. McFarland, 
Prof. A. H. 'ruttle, 
Pro!. Wilham Oolvin, 
Prof. J . II. Wright, 
Ourrent expenses ........ .. .. ....... ... .. 
Library .......... .. ........ ....... .. ...... .. 
Furniture and apparatus ............ .. 
Currentl~xpenses ...... ...... . . 
Improvement and repairs ... .. ..... .. 
Curren~,expen8es .. ..... ... ........... .. 
Furniture and apparatus ............ .. 
Current expenses .... . 
Lib,·.ry .................... .. ............... . 
Department ancient languages ... .. . 
li'urniture a~,d apparatus ..... ..... .. .. 
Currpn~1 expenses .......... :::::::::::::: 
Furnitnre and app~;~i;;~·:::::::. :::::: 
Improvement and repairs ........... . 
Unrrent expenses ... ................... .. 
Furniture a~(l apparatus ............ .. 
Curren~,expenseB .... .. ........ . 
Furniture and apparatus ............ .. 
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MJ.~MOUANJ)UM OF OR])I~RS J-AI01 E'rc..:.- Continued. 
. To whom paid, Ilnd for what purpose. 
P. Hayden & Co., cost bills Virginia Milit.ry l.uds ................................. . 
Prof. 'rhomas ~lathew, salary for September .................... ..... . 
t\Iiss A. K. \Villiams, H . ... . ....... . .................... .... ...... . 
Henry Ohittenden, balance of subscription to Columbus Street Railroad .... . 
Kaiser & Bro., repairing College roof .... ...... ........................................... . 
L. S. Fisber, pavlDg at College mess-hall ................. . ............................. . 
James Clark, pl.stering at boarding-house 
S. S. Martin, salary and expenses .. ............ . ..... .. ....... . 
E. E. Corwin, labor .............................. ... ............................................. . 
Prof. N. S. TowDshend, nineteen be.d of cattle, for use ................ ..... ....... . 
S. H. Parl~n, ad,'ertising College in papers ..... . 
Alfred Ritson, chemic.ls .. ....... ... ... ........ . 
Henry S. Babbitt, expenses ......... ............. ...... . .... . . 
J. Suilh·ant, salary for September .. ... .. ....................... ..... . 
Columbus Oabinet Co., furniture for pbysicallabor.tOl·Y ........... . .............. . 
Julius Greenow, optical instrwuents for zoological department ....... .......... . 
A. E. Wilde, periodicals ..................................................................... . 
James Clark, plastering and walling wells ............ ....... . 
President Edward Orton, salary Jar October ... ......... .............. . 
Prof. N. S. TO'\'Dsllcrtd, " ....... ............ .. ....................... . 
Proi. '1'. O. Mendenhall, 
p,·of. R W. McFarland, 
Prof. J. }Iillikin, 
Prof. A. H. Tuttle, 
Prof. S. A. Norton, 
Prof. William Oohw, 
Prof. J. H. Wright, 
Thomas l\falhew I 
Miss Alice Williams, 
S. S. Martin, wages Jar September .. ... . 
Dool', Sash and Lumber Co., lumber 
~. ~lf;~~~;.,e~;ks:~d·;;;~t;;;i~~· ·:::::::.:·:::::::.:·.::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :: :::: :::::: ::. 
From wbat appropriation. 
Curren~jeXpellses ...... ................ . 
Main building ... .. :::::::::::::::::: ·: :::: 
Club-house .. .............................. . 
Boarding-hall ............................ . 
Curren~, expenses ..................... . 
Farm iDlproveme~·t~;·~t'~·::: ... ::::::::: 
au nen ~ I expenses ...................... . 
Furn.iture an,? app~~t~·~:. ::~:: .. :::::: 
Library, $2.25, current ex., $1925 .. 
Main building ............... ........ .. ... . 
CurreD~1 expenses ....................... . 
~~~ b~ft~i~:~.~~·~~:.:~~.~~·~·:~·:·::·:·::~:: ~ 
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E. A. Fitch, coal ................. . .................... " . .......................................... eurreut expenses ...................... . 
13 I Henry S. Babbitt, paid expenses of Trustees ......... " ...... "....... ...... ...... ...... " ............... """" 
;;00 00 
lfiti (16 
l:1i 75 Joseph Sullivant, salary for October .................................................. "''''1 " ....................... . 
Tot:tl disbursements ..................................................................................... " ............ .. ............. · .... ·1 $-10,:192 74 
~ 
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT. 
HON. RALP({ LKETE, President of Board of Trustees: 
DEAR SIR: I hereby present my third annual repOl·t to the Board of 
Trnstees, covering tbc year f,'om November 15th, 1874, to Novembcr 15th, 
1875. 
During the past year the College bas made noticeable progress in 
several directions. 
1. It faculty has been increased by the appointment of a professor of 
Political Economy and Civil Polity. In my last report I called attention 
to the omi.sian from our schedule of studies of the sciences that pertain 
to man. Tbe newly established professorship does much toward filling 
this important gap. If it shall be fonnd practicable to add to it, at least 
temporarily, the subject of history, our most pre3sing necessities in this 
direction will be met. The several branches of metaphysical stndy 
remain unprovided for, it is true, but no instruction has thus far been 
required in them, and perhaps for several years to come the small amount 
of teaching needed in this department can be supplied from within the 
limits of the present Faculty. 
To this new professorship has also been added the science of accounts, 
Thorough training in book-keeping, theoretical and practical, is now 
offered to all our students, with whatever adaptations are necessary for 
the several callings which they expect to pursue. 
An additional instructor has also beeu provided in the department of 
Modern Languages, as the necessities of the department imperatively 
required. 
2. The laboratories and cabinets of the College have been materially 
strengthened during the past year, as will be seen by subjoined pro-
fessorial reports. 
Tn conformity with legislative action, the valuable equipment of the 
chemical department of the recently completed State Geological Survey 
has been turned over to the College, and a very important addition has 
thus been made to the working facilities of our chemical and physica_ 
laboratories. 
The Geological Cabinet, which is directly under my charge, has been 
largely re-enforced during the past year by various contributions, chiefly 
43 
from the coal and iron and building· stone interests of the State. Among 
the contributors, the following deserve special mention: 
Steubenville Ooal and Mining 00 ............................. G. W. McCook, Pres. 
Spaulding, Woodward & Uo .................................... Steubenville. 
Homer Hamilton, Esq ..... . .................... .. ................ yollllgstown. 
00.1 Ridge Salt 00 .................................................. Pomero)'. 
A. Wilhelmi, Esq .................................................. O.nal Dover. 
H. L. Chapm.n, Esq .............................................. Jackson C. H. 
W. Q. Adams, Esq .. ....... ......................................... Sciotoville. 
]\1. F. Richey, ];;sq ................................ ....... ........... Waverly. 
Hon. Andrew Roy, Inspector of Mlnes .................... Columbu8. 
C. S. S. Griffing, Esq ............................................... Oolumbus. 
John Short, Esq ..................................................... Colulllbus. 
:Fish & Sons ................ __ ........................................ Columbu. 
Col. G. S. Innis ...................................................... Columbus. 
3. The number of students has been considerably increased. At the 
date of the last report, fifty-nine students were in attendance, represent-
ing twenty-two counties of the State. There are now ninety-nine (99) 
students, representing thirty-nine (39) counties. Their distribution is 
shown in the following list: 
COUNTY. 
Ashland ............................. . ........ . 
Ashtabula .. .................................. .. 
Belmont.. ................................... . .. 
gEf}~.i.g~·.-·:::::.·.-·.-·~:·.-·: :::::: :::::::::::'::::::: 
Oosh octon ............................. ... .... .. 
Crawford ..................................... .. 
~~b~~~:~.:·.:·.-.. ·.·.:·.·.-:.-.·.-:.-:::::.-.- .-:::::::.-:.-:: 
Erie ......... ... ................................ .. 
F.irfield ____ ...................... ... __ ........ . 
~~.i;~\i,; .. .-:.-:.-.-.-.:.-::.-.- .. : .. .-.-.-:::.-.-.-:::.-.-.-.::: .. .-
GaHiR __ ........ __ ............................. .. 
Greene ____ .................... .... ............ .. 
I1alnilton ........................ .............. . 
Hancock .. .. .................................. . 
Harrison ..................................... .. 






















Jefferson ........ . ............................ . 
Lake ......................................... .. 
t~:::~.-.-.-.-::.-.-.-.-:.-.·.:.-:::.-.-.-::· . .-:::::.-.-.-:::::· 
1\1aclison ...................................... . 
Meigs ........................................ .. 
1'I1eTcer ...................................... .. 
Miami ....................... I ................. . 
Pickaway .................................. .. 
Portage .................................... .. 
Richland .................................... .. 
Ross ......................................... .. 
::)enera ........................................ . 
Shelby ........................................ . 
Stark ......................................... .. 
'l'uscara was ................................. . 
Vinton ...................................... .. 
'VarTen ...... ............................... .. 





















The average age of our students is somewhat over eighteen years. Of 
the students now in attendance eighty (80) are males and nineteen (19) 
are females. 
At the beginuing of the present term, which was also the beginning 
of our third collegiate year, we examined on the College grounds fifty-five 
(55) applicants for admission. Of this number n~arly fifty (50) were 
found prepared to take up our work, and were accordingly admitted to 
the College. 
During the last .ummer a system of county examinations was adopted, 
by which it wa~ hoped at least to ad verti 'e the College iu every county of 
the State. Some persou in each couuty known to be interested in our 
institution, or presumed to be interested in the cause of education, was 
requested to advertise in the county papers an examination of candidates 
for entrance to the College-a small amount of money heing forwarded 
to defray necessary expenses. Printed questions, enclosed in a sealed 
envelope, were also forwarded, the envelope not to be opened until the 
time of examination. The duties of the examiner were to see that the 
examination was fairly conducted, and to transmit the written answers 
of applic.ants to the College Faculty to be passed upon. Under this sys-
tem, examinations were ofl"eTed in almost all of the counties of the State, 
and in twenty connties candidates presented theroseh-es. Of forty-three 
(43) applicants, forty (40) were found qualified, with sundry conditions, 
for admission, and werc duly notified of the fact. Of this number, how-
ever, llot more than twelve (12) have reported to the College, aud perhaps 
not more than two or three of the twel ve were attracted to the College by 
tbese exami nations. In all of the other i u.tances, students that had already 
decided to enter thc College availed tbemselves of these local examina-
tions as a mattcr of con venienee. It cannot, therefore, be claimed that 
the new ;;ystem has proved successful.in the way of increasing our num-
bers, but it has called attention to tbe name of the College quite widely 
through the State and the expense atteuding it may be charg~d to the 
head of general advertisiug. I invite tfle attention of the Board to this 
subject. If it shall be deemed best to give to the system a longer trial, 
it will undouhtedly he possible to increase its efficiency witbout increas-
ing its ex"en;;e. 
To summarize the facts above gi ven, we have examined within the 
last tbree months ninety-eight (98) candidates for admission to the Col-
lege, ninety (90) of whom wero found qualified to enter. and sixty-two 
(62) of whom have taken up our courses of study. 
Under this head may be appropriately mention.d the fact that easy 
communication between the College ancl the centre of tbe city bas been 
provided by the Neil Avenue Railroad for the last six months. A part 
of our iucl'eased numbers must be directly referred to these increased 
facilities of communication. It is easy to see that the College is to reap 
many advantages from being made more accessible. 
The conditions of admission to the College remain unchanged. En-
trance e'xaminations are made in arithmetic, geography, Englbh gram-
45 
mar, and elementary algebra. I learn from various SOUl'ces that com-
plaint is eometimes made of the severity of our examinations in the 
common branches. I can assnre the Board that such complaints are 
unfounded. Our examinations are renl, but uot severe. An inspection 
of the questions mbmitted will satisfy anyone acquainted with school 
work at the present day that we ask as Ii ttle as it is safe or wise to ask 
in these subjects. In regard to the requirement of elementary a1l:eb1'a, 
there is, perhaps, room for question, but I think it is the unanimous jndg-
ment of the Faculty that we cannot afford to dispcnse with this demand. 
The objection is, that this suhject is not taught in our country schools. 
I ans\\'er that it is taught in the best of them, and, further. that a stu-
dent who is really prepared in the common hranches can easily secnre, 
without a teacher, the amount of algebra reqnired in our examinations. 
Candidates 80metimes present themselves while deficient in this subject, 
bnt I have yet to find one student from the country who was adequately 
prepared in the COmmon branche without at the same time having ma -
tered as much algebra as we ask. 
As it is, then, the requirement of algebra insures a little more maturity 
and training than we should get without it. 'Ve have made, in good 
faith , the attempt to take up the work of the common schools of the State 
where they leave it, but the most that can be asked of ns is to adjust our 
demands to tho better grade" of these schools. The standard of teaching 
and scholarship in many of them is deplorably low. If we should'open 
the College doors to all comers, without examination, we might easily 
multiply our numbers, but we should cel·tainly do this at the expense of 
the very service with which we are specially chargcd. In such a case 
we sbould be forced to adopt one of two courses, which are, perhaps, 
0'1 ually objectionable. H, in the first place, we should meet the actual 
needs of these untrained aud half traiued students, we should be ohliged 
to form classes in arithmetic, grammar and geography, or, in other words, 
to organize a good common school in the College, eli verting a considerable 
part of our incom!l for tuition in branches for which the State is already 
spending annnallymore than seven millions of dollars; or, in the second 
place, if we should admit these students, uuprepared as they are, to the 
study of the higber branches, we should inevitably lower the tone of all 
am work, and render it impossible to establish or maintain any high or 
thorough scholarship. 
I repeat, then, that we require for admission just as little as can be 
safely 'Lskcel. We are honoring the office of the common scbools in de-
manding that the work which they present shall be well and thoronghly 
done. It may even .result that 'uch tests of their work will react in 
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some 'mall degree upon these schools, leading them to a higher standard 
of teaching and efliciency. 
It will be seen tbat a good measure of intere t and success in study for 
the past year is reported by the sevcral profe sors. A system of term ex-
aminations is in force that makes it necessary for every student to main-
tain a fair rank in scholarship, in order to hold his place in his class or 
in tbe College. 
The courses of study that were adopted during the first year of the 
College organization prove qnite as satisfactory as could be expected. 
The plan which we are following was drawn up to m et tbe necessities 
of such students a the College seemed likely to attract, and no essential 
modification has been ]'cndered necessary in OlU experience thus far. 
I am happy to report tbat the order of the College has been in the 
main satisfactory. To the students occupyiug tbe College dormitory a 
large mcasure of liberty is accorded, and there are dou btlesB occasional 
abuses of tbis liberty, but no system is able to forestall the waste of time 
and opportunity. 
All available work on the farm and grounds is eagerly sought by the 
students. Some of them defray a considerable part of their expenses in 
this way, and are thus able to pursue an uninterruptcd, instead of a 
broken course of study. It will not be possible to furnish work to all 
who apply, as OUr numbers increase, unless the system of land tillage 
pmslled hall be so modified as to require a larger amount of labor. I 
am aware tbat this subject is beset with grave practical difficulties, but 
the ad vantage named ahove, as well as that of keeping up or establisiliug 
the habit of out door work, seem to me important enongh to demand some 
thougbt aod to warrant some experiments. 
I venture to call your particular attention to one of the mc,st urgent 
n eeds of the College at present-a need which is expressed in almost 
everyone of the appended department reports It is tbe want of works 
of reference ill our library which the student can consult in pnrsuing his 
investigations. A very timely and serviceable addition waS mado last 
year to the lihrary, chiefly in the line of miRcellaneous works desigued 
for the literary culture and recreation of the students. If even all equal 
appropriation can be made tbis year for the pUl'pose named above, it 
would do something toward meeting a deficiency that is serionsly felt in 
almost all of our departments, and that must impair the quality of the 
work that we -do. 
I beg leave to state once more the necessities of the Geological Musenm 
in the way of wall and table cases. During the past year I have un-
packed and arranged on rongh, temporary table~, a large amollnt of 
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material illustrating tbe economical geology of Obio. It is safe to say 
that so full and satisfactory an exhihition of the mineral wealth of the 
State has never been made before. Every leading coal seam of the State 
is represented, and most of the seams by specimens from all of t.he prin-
cipal mining centers. Our native iron ores are shown in full force, and 
also all of the foreign ores tbat are worked in Ohio. Almost every fur-
nace of the State is represented by a full suite of specimens. The fire-
clay and building·stone interests are equally well represented. It is very 
easy to supplement such a collection a.q this, until it shall become a com-
plete epitome of onr geological resources. As has been stated on a pre-
vious page, very considerable additions have been made to tbe collection 
during tbe past summer. This material is principally derived from tbe 
collection of the recently completed State Geological Suney, which was 
turned over to the College by act of thc Legislature. The Trustees of the 
College have looked upon tbe gift as incomplete, unless provision should 
also be made for its proper display. They accordingly requested the last 
Legislature to supplement the gil"!. by the appropriation of the small sum 
necessary to provide suitable cases. No such appropriation was ordered. 
If it seems usele s to make further dcmands upon the Legislature, I trust 
that adequate prodsiou will be made by the Board of Trustees fOT the 
preservation and utilization of this very valuable and instructive collec-
tion . 
To the subjoi ned department reports I add a detaHed statement of the 
organization and present equipment of the College, with a list of the 
student ill attendance during the past year; but you " ' ill allow me to 
remark tbat no statements of this kind convey to the g('l1cral reader an 
adequate idea of what our real capabilities for educational service are. It 
is our constaut expl'rience that tbose who vi.it the College are su rprised 
at the extent of its accumulations in the way of laboratories and cabi-
nets, and our most serviceable advertising comes from the "oluntary 
tributes which such visitors pay. One of the sCRsions of the Ohio Edito-
rial Convention of last June was held in our building, and the College is 
certainly uncler great obligations to its member~ for the apprpciative and 
generous notic,," which they spread tlll'ough the State. A large increase 
of iutcre t in the College is to be looked for, now that, the rNvly communi-
cation between it and the centre of the city is finally established. '" e may 
expcct that members of the Logislature flnd visitors to tbe Gapital will 
benceforth acquaint themselves more fully with its real aim and scope. 
It is to interest arollsed in such ways that we may confidently look for an 
increase of patronage that shall be commensurate with our deserts. 
I am convinced that the title of the UoJlege is, to a certain extent, a 
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misnomer, and a tempol'l1r), hindrance, at least, to its success. The legal 
name iR a loug and cumbrous one, and in practice it is almost always re-
dured by the omission of the latter and less known element in it. \Vhat 
an Agru-ultlmll College is, or should be, many people think that they know, 
and many are sure, without furthcl' question, that such an institution 
can "cnder no service in an educational way that they desire; while 
others, who compare our scheme with their own preconceived notions of 
the proper curriculum for an Agricultmal College, are prompt to charge 
our enterprise with failure or unfaithfulness. 
I willuot reopen the vexed question as to what sort of institntions the 
National grant, on which the Ohio Agricultural and l\Iechanical College 
rests, was designed to establish. The organic law, unfol'tunately, is not 
free hom ambiguity, or, at l~ast, diverse constructions have been put 
upon it by equally sincere and zealous friends of industrial education; 
but it seems clear to me that, in the protracted discussiou of these terms, 
the general interpretation given by your Board has carried the day. The 
Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College is a sl:ientific school, lib~al in its 
rh!1I"Qrte,' anri pmctita! in its aims. To the view that the munificent grant 
referred to was designed to lay such foundations, the U nHed States Com-
rui.sioner of Education, in a recently published l'cport, gives hisunquali-
tied support. This testi=ony is all the more weighty, from the fact that 
he may be con.ider ... d in some sense, an official expounder of the legisla-
tion in question. "There seems," he remarks, "to he in the popnlar 
mind a misapprehention of the scope of the law of 1862, pTOviding for 
t,h'o establishtnent of these institutious. * * * What toas denw,ndedfo,' 
our CO"l.l'YItry ,uas * * a claBS of schools comhinil1g in too,' (;u7"1iculum 71lCa'18 fo ,' 
thm'oug" e<iuration in the sciences, both theoretiral (lnd applied, lInd in all the cle-
.'11Iell/.' nf true moc/ern culture. Such appCG r8 to have been the intention of the act 
of 1862. Its spil'it was broad and liberal, excluding nothing which expe-
rience has sholVn to be valuable in modern education, while expressly 
providing for means of scientific instmction in agriculture and the me_ 
chanic arts." 
If with our present organization OUl" present name is retained, we 
shall slowly educate the people of the Rtate to understand what such a 
name can appropriately cover, and the fintll result may be entirely satis· 
factory; but if a shOTter and less misleading designation should be 
adopted, we shall perhaps l'eap some immediate advantage. 
I should be sorry to be misunderstood ill these criticisms upon our 
present title. It seems to me to ue un ohj~ct greatly to be desiTed, that 
closer connection should be establish 'd between the scieutific tmining 
and the varied phases of the pmctieallife of the present day. I am sure 
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that I can safely say, that both Trustees and Faculty look with special 
favor on those features of our institution which promise to make it sub-
serve the great industrial interests of the State-in agriculture, in the 
mechanic arts, in manufactures, and in mining enterprises. So far 
from wishing to render such features less prominent, I should eagerly 
welcome additions to our present courses that would increase our capa-
bilities fOl' practical service; for I am sure that it is to our facilities for 
giving a thorough and p'l'alJtical scientific training that we must look for our 
largest usefulness and our largest favor with the public. The only object 
which I have in view in the suggestions just made is to save the College 
from raising illusive expectations, and in this way drawing upon itself 
the distrust or ill will of any class of our citizens. 
With great respect, 
Very truly yours, 
EDWARD ORTON. 
COLUMBUS, Orno, NIYVlM1ber 15, 1875. 
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DEP ARTMENT REPORTS. 
PHYSICS AND 1I1ECHANICf:l. 
EDWARD ORTON, A.M., President : 
My DEAR SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the 
departmen.t of Physics and Mech anics for the past year: 
Within tbe year about sixty different stndents have atteuded recita· 
tions in this department. About thirty·eight are at present at work, a 
great majority of whom are in the elementary course. Tbe wisdom of 
the present arrangement of the course of study is sbown in the increased 
value of tbe work done by the laboratory classes. It would be desirable 
to require a still higher degree of preparation for admission to the course 
of one year. Tbe work accomplished by tbe stu lents in tbis course bas 
been quite satisfactory; tbe comprehensive text-book in use and tbe 
complete apparatus for illustration enable u s to reach, in one year, a 
tolerably tborougb discussion of the various eli visions of the subject. 
Perhaps the greatest interest is centered in the work done by the classes in 
the laboratory. It may be said that the establishment of working labora· 
tories in Physics and Mechanics in this country, or indeed any where, is 
quite recent. It is a "'ork attended with considerahle difficulty, and an 
expense greater than many have supposed. Apparatus suitable for 
illustration is totally inadequate for purposes of precise measurement 
and investigation. To obtain results of value, instr\lments of precision 
are absolutely neceseary. Instruments of this class are unavoidably ex-
pensive; so much so as, in general, to preclude the possibility of the pos-
session of more than a single one of each kind. Tbis increases the dif-
ficulty of managing a class of even ten or twenty students, and, in 
addition, it may be said tbat tbeJ'e is publisbed no text-book or guide 
sui table to be placed in the bands of the student, every laboratory re-
quiring a guide adaptecl to its own facilities and resources. I have en-
deavored to supply this' want, as far as possible, by the preparation of 
mallllscl'ipt notes for the use of the stuclents. This has required, for th e 
first year 01' two, much time and labor, but the results have been, in the 
main, satisfactory. 
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At present eigbt students are working in tbe laboratory; each spend-
ing two bours every day and as much time outside as is necessary to 
bring up text-book work. Three of tbese are now engaged upon elec-
tricity. Tbe study of electrical measurement, of tbe construction and 
use of batteries, etc., bas been carried on quite successfully. 
Tbe laboratory is fortunate in the possession of an excellent set of 
galvanometers and instruments for measurement, including a 'Vbeat-
stone's reflecting inetrument and a Siemens's universal galvanometer. 
The students are becoming quite ready and accurate in the use of these 
instruments. A short experimental telegrapb line bas been erected, 
withou t expense to the College, and tbe officers of the Western Union 
Telegraph Company in this city bavc been ever ready to extend assist-
ance to us in our work in tbis department. 
I would recommend, both as a valuable addition to onr appliances and 
a safe-guard to tbe College in case of fire, the extension of this line to 
the center of the city. It could be doue at small cost, and the expense 
of its maintenance would be sligbt. Two of the students are engaged ill 
the experimental demonstration of tbe laws of acoustics. We have a 
tolerably complete set of apparatus from Koenig, of Paris, wbich is ex-
cellent as far as it goes. The work whicb they bave tbus far accomplish-
ed has been carefully and accurately done. 
Two are occupied in the study of optics. They bave finiShed, thus far, 
a discussion with measurements, of the action of mirrors and lenses, 
and a sllccessful study of the indices of refraction and dispersion of various 
substances. 
Another is . at work upon heat. A number of careful determinations 
of the co-efticients of expamion of solids, liquids, and gases bas been 
made, and during the year a table of the tension of steam at various 
temperatures bas been worked out from actual experiments and curves 
of tension constructed; also a thorongh study of radiant beat by means 
of the apparatus of Melloni. Heat, especially in its bearing upon the 
subject of steam, is certainly one of our most important studies, and it 
would be well if our resources in that direction wel'e somewhat increased. 
In :Mechanics, a class was engaged during a large portion of the year 
in the study of a text-book, accompanied by experimental proofs, of the 
laws of dynamics and statics, and an investigation in the laboratory of 
the strength of certain materials and simple structures. In the study of 
the steam-engine, facilities bave been offered by tbe Trustees of the city 
water-works. Students from the laboratory made tbe observations upon 
the pumping-engines during tbe duty te~t, carried out last spring, under 
tbe direction of the Superintendent, tbe results of wbich are publisbed 
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in the last annual report of the Trustces. These students thus acquired 
a practical knowledge of the mode of testing large engines not easily 
obtained in any other way. A few instruments are greatly needed for 
the study of mechanics; a Richards indicator and a testing-machine 
would be especially valuable. With the latter a great variety of results 
could be obtained, which would be of permanent value. 
In conclusion, fOT illustrative teaching we are quite well supplied in 
most respects; much, however, is needed in the way of instruments of 
precision, suitable for laboratory work, which will, I hope, in time, be ob-
tained for the department. Nearly all of the older institutions of learn-
ing, as well as most of the younger, are Tecognizing the importance of 
this kind of work, and are hastening to supply themselves with the 
necessary applianoes. 'Ve can not afford to be behind tbem in tbis re-
spect. To maintain our position will require a judicious expenditure of 
money, from time to time, in sums not necessarily large, wbicb I bope 
tbe Trustees may be able to grant this depaTtment. A very pressing 
need at present is the purchase, for the College library, of a few books of 
reference, for tbe use of the students. 
I am, respectfully, yours, 
T. C. MENDENHALL, 
ProflJ8sor of Phyrrics and Mechanics. 
CHEMISTRY. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, November 15, 1875. 
EDWARD ORTON, PH.D., PreWlent: 
My DEAR SIR: I bave tbe bonor to present this my third annual re-
port of tbe department of Chemistry. 
The progress of the classes in Chemistry during tbe past year has been, 
on the whole, satisfactory. The students in analytical chemistry ratber 
surpassed my expectations, doing more work tban I had anticipated, 
and deserving praise for their accuracy and tborougbness. Tbe class in 
general chemistry entered upon their labors witb an insufficient prepa-
ration, and were, for tbis reason, unable to f!:0 over as mucb ground as I 
desired. Nevertheless, I have reason to tbink that the most of tbe class 
bave been profited by the study and have attained a fair degree of pro-
ficiency in the science. I suppose tbat had it been possible, nearly all 
of tbe class would have continned the study in the analytical laboratory ; 
but some, tbrough a pressure of other work, have been obliged to defer 
. . 
tbis for the present. 
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In this current year we h aye six students in analytical chemistry, 
who are doing faithful and intelligent work. I could easily have in-
creased this number had I not believed that it is best for the students to 
be well grounded in pure chemistry before attempting the practical. 
The present class in general chemistry numbers twenty-two. I am 
happy to say that the average grade of preparation is better than that 
of the preceding class, aud for this reason hope for better results at the 
end of the year. 
Much progress h as been made in the equipment of the department 
duri ng the pait yeitr. It has recei ved an inorease of valuable apparatus 
from the late Ohio Geological Survey Corps. Additional work has beeu 
done in fitting up the laboratory; new desks and cases have been set up; 
a large steam-chest a sand-bath, and two foul gas hoods have been pro-
vided, and other minor details have been furnished to increase the work-
ing capacity of the laboratory. 
The collection of spccimens illustrating the application of chemistry 
to the arts has received important additions. We owe our hearty thank 
to numerous friends for their kindly assistance. Dr. 'William Judkins 
has gi ven his personal attention to the securing of specimens from var-
ious manufacto,.ies in Ci ncinnati, and will continue his good work for us 
during the coming year. Among those who have contributed to this 
" indllstrialmuscum" are Messrs. \Vestwater & Co., Osborn, Kershaw & 
Co., and Hoster, of Columbus; S. D. Horton, of Pomeroy; lIfessrs. W. H . 
Doan, Rose & Prentis.", Strong & Cobb, Meriam & Morgan', and the Stand-
ard Oil Co., of Cleveland; James L. Clark, Tempest, Brockmann & Co., 
A.llison, Johnson & Smith, of Cincinnati. I have promise of other speo-
imens, and feel encouraged to expect a gradual accumulation of valuable 
and interesting matel'ial. In behalf of this collection, I renew my re-
quest for the purchase of a small suite of the more important minerals 
and ores. 
The wauts of the departmen~ are not many, and can be supplied with-
out a large expenditure of money. Among these wants are a few of the 
conveniences mentioned in my last report, which have not yet been 
furnished. I am firmly persuaded that we shall need another desk at the 
beginning of ·the next collegiate year. Vie shall also need to purchase 
a few chemicals and a little glassware, of the sort which the students re-
quire in thc analytical laboratory. The only additional item which 
need to be mentioned in this report is a Rmalllibrary for the daily refer-
ence of our students in chemistry. By the kindness of Mr. J. H. Klip-
part, a beginning has been made toward forming such a reference li-
brary. He has contributed a number of agricultural reports, containing 
valuable essays on topics relating to chemistry, I have placed on the 
shel ves duplicates from my own library, and have besides loaned other 
books to the student as they have needed them for special work. Quite 
recently I have removed a small portion of my scientific library from 
the College buildings, including in it Watt's Dictionary of Chemi try. 
This valuable work ought to be constantly accessible to our pupils, and I 
respectfully ask that seventy-seven dollars be appropriated for its purchase. 
I shall endeavor to secure an increase of books suitable for our purposes, 
and hope to accomplish this largely by gift. 
I am gratified to be able to add, that the co-operation of all the students 
in this department is so cheerful and hearty as to leave nothing to be de-
sired. Very respectfully yours, 
SmNEY A. NORTON, 
Pro[es.sor of OhemUstry. 
ENGLISH AND MODERN LANGUAGES AND LIBRARY. 
EDWARD ORTON, Pre8ident: 
DEAR SIR: I respectfully submit the following report upon the de-
partment of English and Modern Languages and the College Library: 
To meet necessities set forth in my report of last yelLr, the BOlLl'd of 
Trustees appointed Miss Alice Williams as tutor in the department. 
Thanks to this re-enforcement, it is fully organized according to OUI' 
published programme, and is, I believe, in good condition. AIis Wil-
liams, I am happy to state, is meeting every reqnirement of her position 
to my entire satisfaction. That our liberal provision for the studies of 
the department meets no imaginary need, is indicated by the fact that of 
the whole number of our students over one-half are pursuing at least 
one of these studies, and one-third two of them. 
To teach English, French, and German philology, with not a text of 
the earlier or middle period (save the one read in the class-room) acces-
sible to the student, is like teaching geol.)gy without a fossil, or survey-
ing without a compass. And the common editions of eyen such authors 
as Chaucer and Shakespeare are so moderni zed and sophisticated by suc-
cessive generations of editors and printers as to be uselc s for purposes 
of critical study, linguistic or literary. Like others of the Faculty, I 
gladly loan bocks of my own not needed for daily reference, but such 
loans are expensive and inconvcnient to the teacher, and wholly inade-
quate for a class's needs. I therefore earnestly recOlllmend an appropri-
ation for the purchase of at least the following works: 
Turner-History of the Anglo-Saxons. 
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F"eeman-Historyof the Norman Conquest. 
Grein-Edition of Layamon. 
Mo,.ri8-Edition of Chaucer. . 
Dyce-Edition of Shakespeare. 
Morris and Skeat-Specimens of Early English. 
TfTackernagel-Deutsches Lesebuch. 
TT'iwkernagel-Alt-fran zosiches Lesebuch. 
Littre-Dictionnaire Fran,ais. 
Bmchet-Dictionnaire Etymologique. 
Skeat-Edition of l\Iarlowe. 
Morris-Edition of Speuser. 
\Vhilst the e books are of the highest value for general students, I ask 
for them especially as appamtt,.g and mate?ia.l for my department-appar-
alus and material as properly so called as are microscopes, minerals, air-
pumps, or bl .. ckboards. 
In the consideration of this recommendation, it will be r.emembered, I 
hope, that my department has cost nothing whatever for outfit specially 
for its own"use, the few maps bought two years since being used in other 
departments also. 
Our nucleus of a library is being more and more used, and is helping to 
culti vate a love of solid reading, which its scanty re 'ources can not satisfy. 
So great were the demands upon the funds of the College for the equirr 
ment of the College in other and indispensable things, that tbe Trustees 
have not heretofore felt justified in appropriating any thing fOf the in-
crease of tbe library. How much can be wisely done now in this direc-
tion, of course only the Board can determine. Thanks to a few individ-
uals, we have two very remarkable collections of mostly continental lit-
erature; the one on botany; the other on entomology. l\Iay the example 
of these donors find many imitators! But nothing can more directly in-
increase the teaching power of the Faculty, or the culture, general and 
special, of the students, than an appropriation as liberal as possible for 
library purposes. Onf text-books, class-room teaching, and formal lec-
tures in our respective bmnches, all refer to authorities and treatises for 
the needed supplementing and illustrating of our instruction tbat our 
shelves do not contain, and thus the facilities of the College are not so 
fnlly utilized as they would be with the aid of a working library. The 
matter is one deserving, I venture to urge, ofthe most serious consideration. 
Yours with great respect, 
JOSEPH MILLIKIN, 
Professor of English and Moelern Languages, and Librarian. 
THE COLLEGE, November 18, 1875. 
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AGRICULTURE AND BOTANY. 
EDWARD ORTON, PH.D., President: 
DEAR SIR: In compliance with your request, I submit the following 
report of what has been done during the past year in the departments 
of Agriculture and Botany: 
Students of Agriculture devoted the first term of the College yeal' to 
the study of domestic animals, their varieties, special adaptations, and 
management. The second term was occupied with the study of diseases 
to which domestic animals are subject, attention being particularly di-
rected to the symptoms, causes, nature, and discrimination of disease, 
and to the action of medicines. Through the third term the forms of 
disease most frequently met with in Ohio were made -the subject of 
study. Cases of disease were carefully examined, when opportunity was 
found, in the vicinity. 
Assistance from this department has in several instances been solici-
ted by the owners of stock, when their animals were affected with dis-
eases, the nature of which was regarded as obscure. A diseas!) of sheep, 
popularly known as white-skin, which has prevailecl in Licking county, 
and in other parts of the State, was carefully examined .and found to de-
pend on the pI'esence of immense numhers of parasitic worms (Strong-
ylusfilaria) in the. small air passages. So far as is known: the natural 
history of the parasite was made public, together 'with an effectual rem-
edy against its ravages. A troublesome and very persistent cough af-
fecting a number of horned cattle in the vicinity of Columbus, and in 
other places, was studied by means of examinations of the affected ani· 
mals after death. The cough was found to be but a symptom of tuber-
cular consumption, a disease that justifies all reasonable measures for its 
prevention, but does not very well reward any effort at cure. The hog 
cholera has also recei ved attention, and many animals, both living and 
dead, were inspected, and valuable conclusions reached on points relat-
ing to the nature of the disease and its treatment. Detailed statements 
of these and other investigations of the kind have been published in 
the report of the State Board of Agriculture. where they are accessible 
to farmers, the class specially interested. It may not be out of place 
here to suggest that such investigations, if carefully and skillfully con-
ducted, can scarcely fail to be of great advantage to the State. One of 
the present needs for successful veterinary teaching in the College is a 
more complete pathological collection. 
On the College farm, during the past summer, experiments have been 
made with manures, on differont quantities, and kinds of seed, and also 
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in under drainage. These are not yet complete, or ready to be repOl·ted, 
which is, perhaps, the less to be regretted from the fact that the past sea-
son here was so exceptionally wet that it is doubtful if any satisfactory 
conclusions have been reached. 
Structural botany was begun by a large class, at the opening of the 
second and continued into the third term. After structural botany, sys-
tematic botany was pursued to the end of the year. The indigenous 
flora of the region, which afforded full occupation to the class through 
the season, was pretty thoroughly examined, and a good degree of inter-
est in botanical studies awakened. 
Plant·houses, a botanic garden, and an arboretum will add greatly to 
the interest and success of this department, as we trust will be seen in 
the near future. 
Respectfully yours, N. S. TOWNSHEND. 
MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, November 3, 1875. 
To the PreWJ.ent of the O. A. ancl M. College: 
Sm: The branches taught in this department last year were algebra 
and geometry, hoth elementary and advanced, trigonometry, mensura-
tion, surveying, navigation, analytical geometry of two and of three di-
mensions, descriptive geometry, and the differential and integral calculus. 
There was also extensive field practice with the compass, transit, level, 
and plane table. A number of the students can readily and accurately 
execute almost any kind of work in ordinary engineering. 
Since the last report there has been no addition to the apparatus of the 
depar.tment; the toants are, therefore, the same as those named in that 
report, and need not be restated. 
R. W. McFARLAND. 
LATIN AND GREEK. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, November 15, 1875. 
EDWARD OUTON, PH.D., President: 
DEAR Sm: I have the honor herewith to transmit to you my third 
annual report for the departments of the Latin and Greek Languages. 
I n my report for 1874, and in the last College catalogue, is given an 
outliue of the courses of study p ursued in these departments during the 
academic year 1874-·5. These courses of study aim to present the equiva-
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lent of the amount of Latin and Greek usually ]'egarded as necessary for 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the better colleges of the country. From 
the table given below it will be seen that a good portion of the students 
of the College have pursued the studies thus prescribed. 
COLLEG E CLASSES. 
1874-5. SECOND AND THIRD TERM. 
Latin and G-reek-First year's class ......... ..... . .. ......... ....... ... ...... .. . ... .................. 4 
Latin and Greek--Second year's class ... . ......... ..................... .... ................ ... ...... 1 
1875--6. FmsT TERM. 
Latin-First year's class .. .... .. ................ ... ............ ......... ... ........... .. ................. 8 
Second year's class ....................... . .... ..... , ... .......................................... 3 
-11 
Greek-First year's class .......................... .......... ............... ............................. 4 
Second year's class .................. ,., ........................................................ 2 
6 
In addition to the Co~lege classes mentioned above, advanced prepara-
tory classes were continued throughout the academic year 1874-5. The 
members of all these classes have, iu general, done their work with com-
mendable zeal and uniform snccess. . 
The Board of Trustees in July, 1875, appropriated fifty dollars for the 
purcha e of additional maps and charts for the use of these departments. 
A portion of this sum was expeuded, and the following illustrative ma-
terial procured: Rheinhard's Album of Classical Antiquities, wall-
maps of Athens and of Rome, Kiepert's Environs of Rome, and Atlas 
von Hellas, Ernst Curtius's Sieben Karten von Athen, with afew photo-
graphs of antique statuary. These appliances make an important addi-
tion to Kiepert's large wall-maps of the Roman Empire of Greece, and 
of Italy, which have been for some time the property of the College. A 
beginning has been made of a museum to illustrate ancient art and life, 
composed as yet only of small models, constructed under my direction, of 
the Greek theater, the Homerich bouse, etc. 
The needs of the departments of Latin and Greek Languages at pres-
ent are mostly of books of reference for the use of students; staudard 
and complete editions of the classical authors, histories, large dictiona-
ries of biograpby, mythology, geography, and antiquities; works on ancient 
literature, life, and art. Until books of this character are put witbin 
reach of the students, it-is impossible for them to make even respecta-
ble attainments in classical scholarship. I would respectfully suggest, 
and strennously urge, the appropriation of the sum of at least two hun-
dred dollars for the immediate purchase of a carefully made assortment 
of standard philological and classical books. These would, of course, 
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form a part of the College library, and thus be of permanent and general 
value both to students aud faculty. 
With great respect, your obedient servant, 
ZOOLOGY. 
JOHN H. WRIGHT, 
Assistant Professor. 
OKlO AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, 
COLUMBUS, Oruo, Nov&mber 15, 1875. 
EDWARD ORTON, PH.D., President: 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of tbe de-
partment of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy and Physiology : 
Since my last report many additious have been made to the equip-
ment of the department, by which its efficiency has been greatly in-
creased. 
The material now available for the use of students in this department, 
may be briefly stated to consist of upward of three thousand specimens 
and preparations, illustrating every class in the animal kingdom, save 
two of the smallest and least important, and every order in each of the 
more important classes. This material includes skeletons, both mounted 
and disarticulated, stuffed animals, dry and alcoholic specimeus, dissec-
tions in alcohol, models, etc. The large majority of the skeletons, and 
many of the stuffed specimens, are the superior work of Ward, of Roches-
ter; the anatomical preparations in alcohol are chiefly the work of the 
writer. Many such will be added to the aollect~on during the current 
year. 
The specimens so far procured from other sources have been chiefly 
such as contribute to the first of the two propoiec1 collections mentioned 
in my last year's report, viz .. the synoptical collection, intended for the 
systematic representation of the anum.l kingdom as a whole. Upward 
of a thousand specimens have been collected by the writer during the 
past year, chiefly of entomological material, calculated to contribute to 
the second of the collections mentioned in my former report, viz., that 
one intended to represent, as fully as possible, the zoology of the State of 
Ohio, and especially the animals that are noxious or beneficial to man. 
The department is under special obligations to the Secretary of the 
Board of Trustees of this institution for the loan of a fine collection of 
shells, and for collections made by him during the past summer in its 
behalf; to Mr. A. Freed, of Lancaster, for a large and varied collection of 
the auimals of Fairfield county; to Mr. 'William Deshler, of this city, 
for the gift of two cases of stuffed birds, chiefly of this vicinity; to Prof. 
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William Col vin, of this College, for a full series of Ohio mollusks: and 
to a number of students in the College for collections made at their homes 
dmi ng the past year. In this connection I would say that it is pTOposed 
to make this collect:on as full and complete as possible, and to that end 
the friends of the College, in every county of the State, are earnestly re-
quested to make full collections of all their native animals, including 
those that appear to them most common or most unimportant. 
The suggestions made in last year's report concerning the needs of the 
depal·tment in its anatomical and physiological work has been in great 
measure adopted. Orders have been given for a number of micro copes, 
some of which have been already received. ·When the full number or-
dered shall have been oompleted and delivered, we shall have in the Col-
lege, and available for students' u e, ten stauds, and upward of twenty 
objectives, by the leading American and EUTOpean makers. An order 
has also been sent for a large nnmber of the clastic models of Anzoux. 
Owing, however, to the excess of the demand for his work beyond the 
power of his establishment to supply, none of these have as yet been re-
ceived; but I trust that before the end of another year this in.stitution 
will enjoy facilities for teaching the stTUcture and functious of the hu-
man body second only to those posse, sed by medical colleges, and for 
teaching its relations in structure and fnnction to the lower animals, sn-
perior to those possessed by the majority of such institutions. 
It will, I trust, not bo inappropriate for me to give a brief synopsis of 
the ,york of the department done in the last college year, or doing in the 
present. Last year tb~ number of students electing the elementary zo-
ology of the introductory course was two; the number registered this 
term is twenty. Iu each class the object in view has been to impart to 
the mind of each studen t; such an idea of the great types of the animal 
kingdom. as may be obtained from the direct study of a few animals rep-
resentiug Aach group, using books only as auxiliaries to such study. 
There wel·e twenty students last year in elementary physiology; thirty 
have been registered this term. The text-book used is Cleland's Animal 
Physiology. One student elected the advanced course in zoology last 
year; six have done so this yoar. Their time is chicfly spent in labor-
atory study of animals, as in the elementary class; but more time is spent 
anel more exhausted study given to each group, espeoially those that are 
of practical importance. Thore was a class of six st.udents in anatomy 
last year, the majority of whom were farmers' sons seeking to ga in in-
formation concerning the anatomy of the domestic animals . The work 
of this class was chiefly done in the dissecting-room connected wi th the 
department. Two of the class spent their whole time t):J.roughout tho 
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year in di8secting the domestic animals alone. This year there has heen 
no class in anatomy organized, its place heing taken by an advanced 
class in physiology. Dalton's Physiology (6th ed.) is nsed as a text-book. 
During the coming term this class will receive. along with its other 
work, practical instruction in the use of the microscope, particularly in 
the study of the tissues. Since the beginuing of the current term over 
fifty per cent. of the students registered have entered one or another of 
the classes of this departmeu t. 
A word as to our more immediate needs. With the exception of the 
microscopes already referred to, no provi ion has as yet been made for labor-
atory instrnction in physiology. I would, therefore, beg leave to renew 
my suggestion of the propriety of making tluch provision for thorough 
laboratory work in this science as will enable students who may elect it 
as a special study to become accurate and original investigators as read-
ily and efficiently as in the departments of physics and chemistry. The 
practical value of such training will, 1 trust, be self-evident. 
I would lil<e, also, to renew the suggestion made last year, that a sum, 
definite even though small, be set apart, the income of which shall be 
available for 'he current expenses of the department, subject to the ap-
proval of the proper authorities. The State and economic collection pro-
posed must necessarily be of slow growth, and there may occur, at any 
time, opportunities to make valuable additions to it, at moderate ex-
pense, provided there is a fund that may be counted on for that purpose. 
'rhere is also a constant consumption of material going on iu the labor-
atol'y, which should be as constantly replaced. 
There is need, also, for provision fOl' the pnrchase of a number of stand-
ard works upon zoology and comparative anatomy, which ought to be ac-
cessible to students of these sciences, and which none of the libraries 
open to them in and around Columbus contain. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
ALBERT H. TUT'£LE, 
Professor oj Zoology. 
POLITICAL ECONOMY, CIVIL POLITY, AND ACCOUNTS. 
EDWARD ORTON, A.lIf., Pre-sicZent Ohio Ag"l'icultural and Mechanical College: 
DEAR SIR: I here present the report of the above department for that 
part of the first term of this present college year which has passed: 
The department was organized and went into operation at the begin-
ning of the college year, in September last, and opened with fifteen stu-
dents in the studies of Political Economy and Civil Polity, and thirty-
five students in the study of Accounts. 
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At the beginning our work was somewhat incommoded by the waut 
of proper writiug desks, which was soon remedied by a good outfit of 
desks and chairs, and am lie provision of blackboards in the class-room. 
The classes haye, under the circumstances, made a commendable prog-
ress in the several branches of study. 
The instruction in the department of PolitiGal Economy and Ch"-1 
Polity bas been chiefly by written and oral lectures to the class, followed 
by exercises and questions requiring written answers traversing the 
subjects pre ented in the lectl.ll'es. Considering the nature of the sub-
jects, and the youthflll minds engaged in the study, thc success is not un-
satisfactory. Abundant illustration has been found exceedingly useful. 
Iu the course of study adopted in the department of Accounts, the class 
was furnisbed with descriptions of the books commonly in use, and has 
been taught to rule and prepare the various forms in use. 
A series of rules of accounts, applying the laws of double-entry book-
keeping, with the descri ptions of the uses of the different books, was 
placed upon the blackboards and the students were required to copy 
them into their note-books for study and reference. This has been fol-
lowed by the practical work of opening and writing up a set of books, 
illustrating a general mercantile business, the examples and illustra-
tions being adapted to f,'miliarize the student with the details of busi-
ness, as well as give instruction in the principles of accounting. This 
bas been accompani.ed with oral instructions and explanations, and de-
~criptions of commercial instruments and operations. 
The chief need of this department is a sllpply of the literature of the 
subjects of P"litical Economy and Civil Polity in the College library. 
The judicious expenditure of a few hundred dollars iu the purchase of 
the standard works treating on these subjects wOllld greatly advance the 
interests of these studies, especially for those students who manifest es-
pecial i uterost in them. 
V cry respectfully yours, 
MECHANICAL AND FREE-HAND DRAWING. 
COL mm us, NovernlJe?' 3, 1875. 
EDWARD ORTQN, President of the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical Gollege : 
SIR: The interest in this department has been maintained by the 
students during the year; very fair im pl'ovement is being made, and in 
some instances it is very marked. 
Instruction has embraced the following subjects: Mechanical draw-
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ing from model machines; India ink drawing and lettering, for those 
who contemplate engineering and snrveying as professions; water-color 
botanical drawing; lithographic drawing and printing; pictorial, lith-
ographic transfer writing and printing; photography from nature, and 
photographic printiug; also linear perspective for out· door sketching. 
In lithographic drawing and photography, some very pleasing pic-
tures have been executed by the students. 
Our hours of teaching are arranged to suit the time of the students 
without interfering with the necessary preparation for their imperative 
studies. 
Diagrammatic work in oil colors has been done for the Chemical and 
Geological departmeuts; also in lithography for Physics aud Chemistry, 
lithographic examination papers for Zoology and Latin and Greek. 
'Ve are in want of more advanced drawing studies (lithographed), 
either English, French, or German, a few goocl plaster ca,ts of animals, 
some of the human figure, from the antique, an anatomical human figure, 
a box of water-colors and brushes, also a box of mathematical instru-
mimt ·, some frames and glasseR for the exhibition of work clone in the 
room, and for specimens of tbe different kinds of engraving, etchings and 
lithography, printing, etc., now in use; also a case for the students' draw-
ing materials, ctc. 
A knowledge of applied art is becoming a necessity in connection with 
tbe educational institutions of the present day. The thronged art halls 
of our State and county fairs, industrial exhibitions, etc., are au evidence 
of improved popular taste, developed by the dissemination of good 
printed pictures at a trifling cost. Our students, whom we may reason-
ably expect will, in the future, be connected with sucb art displays, 
should be able to distinguish one kind of J5icture froro another, and have-
at least a theoretical knowledge of the mode of production. As a pleas· 
ant accomplishment, drawing is very desirable. but the ability to draw, 
in connection with professions or mechanical trades, in money vAlue can 
hardly be over-estimated. 
The stages of instru~tion should embrace mechanical and machine 
drawing, linear perspective, details of architecture and ornaments from 
copies, free-hand drawing from copies of objects, flowers, foliage, natural 
history, domestic animals, the human figure, etc.,; drawing from plaster 
casts, shading from the round, sketching from nature, and painting in 
oil and water-colors. 
"A taste for the fine arts is no plant of the desert, that will spring up 
unheeded and spread its blossoms where them is none to enjoy its fra-
gance, nor a sturdy weeel that can struggle into vigor through rubbish 
6i 
and neglect j it is a plant whose seeds willl'emain inert until called into 
life by culture, and will spread its luxuriance exactly iu proportion to 
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ORGA~IZATIOX AND EQl'[P~1ElIiT. 
The Oh iu A gricultural and Mechanical College is founded on the Con-
greseionalland grant of July, 1862. By tbat act a large amouut of tbe 
public land was turned oyer to the soveml States, tho proceeds of the 
sales to be devoted to the better education of the indllstrial classes. The 
share of eacb State was proportioned to its rcpreseutation in tbe National 
Legislature, and thus six bundrt'd ,md thirty thousand acres ca.me into 
tbe Pogsc>sion of Ohio. This munificent gift was unfortunately pressed 
for sale upou a temporarily overstocked market, and the State realized 
unly fifty-four cents to the a.cre. 'l'he total amuunt of the sales ($342,450) 
was, however, put at interest, and when the College wa opened in Sep-
tember, 1873, the principal and interest togethcr constituted a produc-
tive fund of something over .. 500,000, the annual income from which 
slightly exceds $30,000. 
The Legislature having passed an act to autborize tbe several couuties 
of the State to raise money to secure tbe location uf tbe College, an offer 
of 8300,000 from Franklin county was accepted by the Board of Trustee", 
and tbe College was permanently located at Columbus. The money flU-
nished by Franklin county bas been mainly expended in the three fol-
lowing items: 1. The purchase of a valual,le f"rmof tbreehund,'edand 
twenty acres within tbe corporate limits of the ('ity of Colnmbus. 2. 
The ercction of a spacious and elegant College building and two dormi-
tories for students. 3. The equipment of the "arious departments of in-
strnction in the College. 
The value of the College farm has been greatly enhanced since its pur-
chase by tbe rapid growth of the city in its direction. As land i'rated 
and sold on all sides of it, it i now worth at the lowest calculation double 
the amount paid for it, or not less than S350,OOO. 
The Legislature has also turned over to the College the proceeds arising 
from the sale of various tracts of nnsl1fveyed lands withiu tbe Virginia 
Military District, and it is hoped a considerable amount will ultimately 
be realized from this source. 
The total value of cndowment and propcrty lLt the present time ex-
coeds $1,000,000. 
The organization of the College has been effected in strict conformity 
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with the provisions of the law to which it owes it foundation: these 
pl'ovisions dema,nc1ing au institution in which ., the leading object shall 
be, without excluding othel' scientific and classical studios, and includin~ 
military tnctics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to ag-
rioulture and the mechanic arts, * * * in ore1e1' to promote the liberal 
and practical education of the industrial cla Bes in the several pur,Quit' 
and profession of life." 
The departmcnts already e,tabliE<hed, aud the provisions made for giv-
ing instruction in them, are as follows: 
1. PHY,lOS. 
For this suhject, which is universctlJ~' recognized as oue of the branche-
particnlarly related to agriculture and the mccl1anic arts, and, indeed, 
of fundamental importance in the study of either, ample provi~ion h"o 
been made iu the equipment of tbe inetitution. It i~ safe to say that. 
in the opportunities afforded for thoTollgh ;tudy in this department, the 
College already urpasses most of tbe institutions of the country. It, 
laboratory is supplied with expensive and well-selected apparatus, de-
signed not 0nly for illustration, but also for original reseal'cb in all the 
leading divisions of the soience. Students are directed to its use in the 
way of investigation as soou as they are pmperly preparcd to undertake 
such work. 
The subject of Practical Mecbanics is at present connected with the 
professorshi p of Physics. Instruction will be fnruished in the princi-
ples and uses of machinery, and also in its construction, and in mechan· 
ical clrawing. 
Attentiou is invited to the great ad vantages offered in this departmen t 
of study by the varied and extensi ve applications of machinery to b" 
fonnd in the city of Columbus. Access to the leading shops and factories 
is seoured for students of the College, and, in several establishments, fa-
cilities for conducting practical experimeuts have been geuerously put 
at the disposal of members of the Faculty, The value of such 0pp01,tuui-
ties to the classes in Mechanica} Engineering CItU not well be overrated. 
II. OHEMISTRY, 
In the line of studies for which the national grant aims to provide, 
Chemistry demands an equally prominent place with the department 
already named, and ample facilities are furnished for its study in the 
equipment of the College. A well-arranged laboratory, supplieo. with 
the best appliances for practioal work, has been provided at a large ex-
pense. In addition to thi,', the College has come into possession, by act 
of the Legislature, of the valuable apparatus used by the chemioal de-
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paTtment of the recently completed State Geological Survey. It, there· 
fore, possesses every thing requisitp for the most thorough examination 
of coals, ores, clays, cements, liJllCiltones, and soils, and ,,1';0 for gas Itnd 
water analyses. 
The com-se in Analytic.!.l Chemistry provide, full instmctions in all 
departments of the science. In connection with the ordinary work of 
Qualitati ve Chemistry, the stndent is taught the use of the spectroacope 
and of the blow-pipe in Determinative Mineralogy. 
The course in Quantative Chemistry includes both the volumetric and 
gmvimetric methods. The student Ifill also be assisted in any special 
branch of the scrence that he may desire, and take up in detail topics 
which relate to Pharmacy, Medicine, Agriculture, and other sciences in 
which the principles of chemistry are applied. 
Superior advantages arc offered to the student in Theoretical and Ap-
plierl Ohemititry. A lecture-room, furnished with all needful applianccs 
and apparatus fOT illnstration, has been provided, antI a museum of In-
dustrial Chemistry has been bcgnn. The aim is to collect in this mu-
seum all available material for the illustration of lectures upon the appli-
cations of Ohemistry to the arts and to manufactures, and in this work 
considerable progress has already been made. 
Full ~uites of "pecimens, to illustrate the manufacture ot iron, glass, 
leather, paints, and pott·~ry, have been secured; also for the distillation 
of coal oils, for the preparation of India rubber, etc., etc. 
ill. ZOOLOGY. 
The 6ubject of Z:JOlog.v, aR its growing importance well deserves, has 
been assigned to a distinct professorship, and mcanB have been provided 
for making the instruction in this Ruhject thorough, practical. and ex-
teuRi ve. A large amount of material, selected with special reference to 
its availability in teaching, has cIlready been accumulated. The cabinet 
contains-
1. Skeletol1" representing all the orders of vertebrates (with a single 
exception), and mORt of the important sub-orders. 
2. Alcoholic and dried specimens representing every class, the lead-
ing Rub·elaBses, "nd most of the important orders of invertebrates. 
3. The beginning of :1 collection of the animals of Ohio. 
-I. Skolet011s of the domestic animals. 
5. Alcoholic, injected, and microscopic preparations for the illustration 
of tbv anatumy :lnd histology of man ancllower animals. 
Auzoux's <,olllpletc manikin (life size), and a full set of his models il-
lustrating the anatomy of man and the domestic animals, have been or-
ll"red, but owing to delay in the manufacture have not yet been received. 
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A dissecting-room, with abundant material for the thorough study of 
veterinary anatomy, is also fUl'llished, while for practical training in 
microscopy there have been supplied eight microscope stauds, l'eprebcnt-
ing all the principal modes of construction, and nineteen objectives, gi ,,-
ing powers up to 2,500 diameters. 
lV. BOTfu~Y. 
Permauent provision has not yet been made for this subject, but tbe 
Profe>'sor of Agriculture will give iustruction in it for the present. By 
the will of the late William S. Sullivant, Eeq., the ample library of this 
distinguished botanist has come into possession of the College. It con-
tains not only all of the stand ani treatises on the subject, but maoy 
very rare and valuable works-as the kones MU8COrU7l1, the Flom Brasil-
w-n%.3, etc., etc. An herbarium, representing quite completely thc flora 
of Ohio, is accessible to the stndent, and charts and models illustrating 
vegetable "tructures nre provided. 
Y . GEOLOGY. 
The College is able to present unusual advantages for the study of 
Geology-espccially for the study of Ohio Geology. By act of the Legis-
latnre, it has been put in posseRsion of all the collections made by the 
State Geological Sur"ey during its five years of service, and these collec-
tions have been sup[>lemented by valuable additions of fossils and min-
erals from various SOlHces. The State collection embraces a "el'Y C0111-
pletu representation of every geological formation shown in Ohio, both 
in l'espect to lithogical charactc;rs and fossil contents. It includes many 
of the type fossils figured in the two volumes of Palroontology of Ohio 
already published. 
In the department of Economic Geology the collection is espccinlly 
rich. In the first plnce, it contains specimens of all the coals, ore~, clays, 
cements, limestone, and soil that have been submitted to chemical 
analysis duriug the progress of the survey. These analyse~, as is well 
known, have brought to light many facts of I':roat importance in regard 
to the mineTal resources of Ohio, and the "pccimcns from which these 
results were obtained are accordiggly invested with permanent interest 
and value. 
In thc second place, the collection furnishes a very full exhihition of 
all the economical pToducts of our geological scale. Every coni scam 
mined in the State is represented-the more important ones hy nU11lCl'OUS 
spepimcns. The iron ores are shown in full variety. Nearly all of the 
furnaces of Obio arc represented-some of tbem by products alone, but 
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more than half by full metallurgical series-embracing ores, fuels, fluxes' 
cinders, and products. The loading building stones of the Stato are all 
represented, and also cements, fu·e-clays, and brick and pottery clays in 
great number.. So large and varied a representation of the mineral 
wealth of the Stafe has never beforo been got together. 
The central position of Columbus is also to be named among the ad-
vautages which are here offered for the study of the geology of the State. 
By a few short excursions it is possible for the student to make himself 
pmctically familiar with every element in the geologieltl series of Ohio, 
buth as respects stratigraphical order and fossil contents. 
Yl. AGRlCULTCRE. 
The department of Agriculture, which also includes the diseases of ani-
IItals and their m.edical (Ul.d surgical treatm.ent, is provided for in a distinct 
professorship, the aim of which is to acquaint the student with the theory 
and practice of a truly rational system in this mo·t important field . 
The colloge farm, which con tains nearly :320 acres, and which atlOTds a 
great variety of soils and exposures, must be cuuuted as the chief and 
suOlcient dependence of the department in the way of illustration. It 
is to be used for practical ex periments in the \'l1riOllS branches and opera-
tions of agriculture which are pursued in the State. 
From the preceding statements, it will be seen that all of the depart-
monts already named are in some mea ·ure tributary to tbis. The student 
I)f veterinary science, for instance, finds ill the zoological cabinet and 
laboratory the means for gaining the thorough knowledge of the anatomy 
vf the domestic animals which is essential to their surgical treatment, 
'''Id, ina "imilar way, the chemical. physical, and geologkallaboratories 
furnish parts of the agricultural course. 
\TI . MA'l'H:KMATICS. 
In this department the full course of College Mathematics is pl"Ovided 
fOt·, and w;th it the Sll bjnct of Astronomy is also included. The pro1"es-
.;orsbip is also made to cover extended and thorough courses in Sm-veying 
and Ci vii Engineering. The best facilities for teaching these branches 
are aHurded. A full set of instruments of the finest construction, iuclud-
ing transits, level, plane-table, belongs to the department, amI nothing 
j, la~killg that is necessary for the training of the student in the lll03t 
,ldllfu\ and accurate way~ uf executing work. Field-work is extcnsiYe 
alld Y:!ried. 
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VITI. ENGLISH, FREXCU, AND GERMAN LANGUAGES. 
In the organization of the College, special prominence is gillen to the 
modern languages. Some of the students who rssort here will stndy no 
language but their owu, and it is, therefore, imperative that the oppor-
tunities for tr"illing in English should be made ample, while all who ex-
pect to "ttain :tny good degree of proficiellcy in the natural science must 
certainly acquaint tbemeelves with French alld German. 
Th" C01,,"e of stully in the English Language and Literature has been 
made especially complete-as full and thorough as any offered in the col-
leges of the COU Iltr)'. Rhetorical training of all students in the regular 
('DUree" is also iucluded here 
French and Germall call be pursued ill courses as extellsive as the needs 
of the "tudellts may require. 
IX. LATIN AND GREEK L.A....~GUAGES. 
Ample provlS]On IS also made for the stndy of the Latin and Greek 
language;, not only in compliance with those terms of the organic law 
of the College which forhid the exclusion of classical studies, and which 
dcclar!' on~ of the aims of institutions thus endowed to be "the liberal 
edncation of tbe in(lustrial classes," but also because of the great advan-
tage whit'h such study gives in acquiring a thorough knowledge of our 
own and other modern hLllguagcs ; and in the last place, bnt not the least 
importal1t, hecause of the reiatiolls which they bear to literary, histori-
cal, an<1 scientific studies. 
X. POLITICAL ECONOMY AND CIYIL POLITY. 
During the past year the profcssorship of Political Economy and Civil 
Polity ,,"as filled, alld instruction in th is most important class of subjects 
began at the opening of the present collegiate year, September, 1875. 
The science of Accounts has also been assigned to the professor in the 
above named department, alld students can now acquaint themselves 
thoroughly not ouly with the tlieory of Bookkeeping, but also with snch 
practical applications of it as an best suited to the callings which they 
expect to follow . 
)..'1. ]\[ECIIANIC",U..l AND FREE-HAND DRAWING. 
Instruction in these subject has beell provided for ill the College, au 
allnecdful facilitic3 are furni~hed by which those who wish may acquire 
skill in the several dcpartments of DmlVing. 
Practical lithography and photography are also taught in this depart-




No department of history has yet been established, but temporary pro-
"ision has been made for giving elementary instruction in it within the 
limits of the present Faculty. The President gives instruction in Gen-
eral History, the Professor of Modern Languages furnishes a resume of 
French and German History, and the Professor of Latin teaches in his 
classes Grecian and Roman History. 
The objects and facilities of the College have been indicated, in part 
at least, in the preceding statements. It will be seen that, in respect to 
eqnipment, the College takes high rank, furnishing unusual advantages 
in almost every branch of science. 
The objects of the College, briefly stated, are-
1st. To furnish a general edu~ation by which the youth of Ohio shalt be fitt.ed 
"for the several plorsuits and professions of life." The sciences that bear on 
practical life are to be made especially prominent in this education, and 
for such branches the College is bound to make ample provision; but no 
departments of study that enter into a well-balanced scheme of general 
training are t o be purposely excluded from it. ' 
2d. To provide opporttbnities for those who tOi8" to pursue special studi&<. 
A student may have but a year at his command, and this he may wish 
to devote chiefly to some particular science. He may have already ac-
quired a practical knowledge of agriculture, or of some one of the me-
chanic arts, and may wish to spend his time upon the branches that un-
derlie these caldings respecti vely. To all sllch students the College offers 
signal advantages. 
The objects of the College will, however, be more fully set forth under 
subsequent heac1s . 
DEGREES AND COURSES OF STUDY. 
Three degrees are offered by the College, viz., Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), 
Bachelor of Science (B.S.), and Civil Engineel' (C.E.). In addition to 
these degrees, certificates for work done in the several departments will 
be granted, as hereafter stated. 
/ REQUIRED COURSE. 
For stud nts who desire to cOlUplete a full course of study, and to re-
ceive any of the degrees of the College, the following general scheme has 
been established: When admitted to the College they shall enter upon 
a prescribed course of study, which occupies two years. The aim bas 
been to include in this two years' course these branches of which no ed-
ucated person can afford to be ignorant, and at the same tilUe to lay a 
popular foundation for all subsequent study. This courtie is constituted 
as follows : 
FLRST YEAR. 
First lerm-Hurnan Physiology, Englisb Language, Algebra. 
Second Term- Physical Geography, Structural Botany, English Language, Geometry. 
'l'hird Term-Physical Geography, Systematic Botany, Algebra. 
SECOND YEAR. 
FiTBt term-Physics, Chemistry, Zoology. 
Second Term-Physics, Chemistry, Geometry. 
Third Term-Physics, Chemistry, Plane Trigonometry. 
History tbTOUgho~lt the WBl". 
It is believed thnt when the student has completed the above named 
course, his judgment and taste will be 80 formed that be can decide in-
telligently upon the particular line in which bis study shall henceforth 
lie. A large liberty is therefore aecoT.led to him in his subsequent col-
lege IVOTk. 
RDPPLEMENTARY COURSES. 
The r malll111g studies of each department of the College. with the 
exception of mathematics, arc thrown into two·years' courses of daily 
r ecitations, alldsix of th e. e courses (or tbeir equivalents) are llecosRary 
for graduation. 
Furthermore, the departments of the CollClgc ure divided into three 
schools, termed respectively, 
1. 'flte School oj E.ract St:it'rtces, embracing )IathematicB, Civil Engineering, Physics 
and Mechanics, Chemistry. 
II. The School of Natural Hi;;fiJ1'!J, eroul'!tcing Botany, Zoology, Geology, and Agri-
clllture. 
III. The &hool of LetlU8 an,7 Philosophy, embracing the English Lallgnage and Lit-
erature, German Language and Literatm·e, French· Language and Literature, Lntin 
Langu9ge and Literature, Greek Lnnguage and Literature, Political Economy and 
Oivil Polity. 
The only restriction upon the liherty of the student in the remainder 
of the courses is thut one of the six required courses shall be takcn from 
each of the schools ahove named. 
If he is a candidate for the dcgree of B.A., the remaining three courses 
shall be selected from each of the scbools above named. 
If a candidate for the degree of B.S., he must make his selection of the 
three additional comses from Schools of Natural History and Exact 
Sciences. 
If he seeks the degree of C. E., he must take the tudies of the Scbool 
of Exact Sciences. One year iu each of two courses may, with permis-
sion of the Faculty, be counted an equivalent for a two years' course in 
one. Six of these courses will. with three daily recitations, occup~' fOUT 
years. If the number of daily recitations is increased, the time occupied 
for the completion of the work assigned will be COTl"cspondingly reduced. 
The runge of j nstructiol1 proposed in the several departmen ts can be 
learned from the appended siatcments. 
THE SCHOOL OF EXACT SCIE~CES. 
)IA·rHEMATICS. 
ONE YEAR. 
First Term-Surveying, Rpherical Trigonometry, Navigation. 




First Term-8Ul'veying, Sphel'il-al Trigonometry, Navigation, Descrjptive Geometry. 
Second Term-Analytical Geometry of two and of three dimensiolls, Isometrk 
Drawing, Spherical PI"Oj'::CtiODS. 
'f hird Term-Astronomy, Shades, Shadows, Perspective. 
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SECO~D YEAR. 
:First 'rerm-Differential and Integral Calelllus, locating and constructing Roaus, 
Hailroad$, etc. 
I::)ecolld Term-Mahan's Oivil Engineering, St.rength of l\Iateriuls, etc., Geodesy. 
1'hird Term-Bridges nnd Bridge Drawing, Stone-cutting, 'Valis, Arches, etc. 
Text-lJQQ1;.$.-'l'he works of Loomis on Algebra, Geomeu')', rrrigonometry, Analytical 
Geometry, Astronomy, anu Calculus. In parts of the course, work by Davies, ,rarren, 
Church, Gillespie, Mahan, Haupt, \Vortheu, and uthers. 
The parts of Uhelllistry aud Physics especiully pertaining to Civil Engineering are 
stuuied Wlder the tlirection of the professors in those depaxtments. 
Students are tnught nnel practiced in the use of the transits, level, plane-table, 
globes, and other astronomical appal·atuB. They are also taught to detennille lati-
tude, the variation of the magnetic needle; and, in general, all practical fieid-work 
pertaining to engineering. 
PHYSICS AND ~1EOHA5IOS. 
l?IRST YEAR. 
First Term-Mechanics. 




"econd Term-lIeat anc1 Electricity. 
Third Term-Electricity. 
There will be, ill auditioll, all advanced course in )Icchanics, conlpdslng ODe year 
of laboratory work in the .Mechanics of ::;olius, Liquids, and Gases, Strength of .Ma~ 
terials, Elements of ~Iachiues, etc., combined \\-itb the study of Htatics and Dynamics, 
and including the last year of the course in Physics. 
rrhrougbout the whole course the work will be very largely done in the laboratory, 
and opportunity will be afibrded for sp cia! study in any direction coming witbin the 
range of the department. 
Text-books.-Dcschanel's Physics, rrodh llntel"S Mechanics, Stcwartls lleat, :Maxwell's 
Theory of Heat, Pickering's Physica.l ~lauipulations, Kohlrnuscb's Physical ].Ieasure-
ments. 
UnE~n8'IRY. 
FIGST YEAll--TffREI-.: JlOt!RS A DAY. 
First Term-Qnalitati \'0 Analysis: Heactions of Sing1e Bases and ACids, Exercises 
in Blow-pipe and Fln.ooe Reactions. 
Second Term-Qualilnth'o Analysis continued: Determination of l\lixtw'es, Blow-
pipe )Iineralogy. Qnantitath-e Chemist.ry begun. 
'rhird Terlll-QuantitatiYe Ana.lysi:-;. 
~ECO~O YEAH-THUEJo; nOURS A D." Y. 
Quantitative Aualysis: Special stuilles ill Ohemistryapplied to Pharmacy, to Ag. 
riculture, to Manufactures, and to the AI-ta. . 
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Text-booA"8.-Bloxam's Chemistry, Fownes's Chemistry, Galloway's Qualitative 
Chemistry, Will's Qualitative Chemistry, Fresenius's Quwliitath'e Chemistry, Cald-
well's Agricultural Chemistry. 
Books oj Riference.-Wntt's Dictionary of Chemistry, Gmelin'a Hand-book of Ohern-
ish'y, 'Vagner's Chemical Technology, Graham-Otto's Chemie, Rose's Analyti:-:cben 
Chemie, Gorup-Besanez's PbysioJogisl:hen Chemie, Brush's Determinative 11ineralogy. 
THE SCHOOL OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
BOTANY. 
FrRS'r YEA R. 
First Term-8tructural and Physiologic.1.1 Botany. 
Second Term-Structural and Physiologieal Botany. 
Third Term--Bystematic Botany. (Phrenogamia). 
SECOND YEAH. 
First Term--Bystematic Bot .. ny. (Graminero and Cryptogamia). 
Second Term-Economic .Botany, or Botany as applied to the Arts. 
Third Term-Economic Botany, as applied to Gardeu, Field and Forest Culture. 
'l'exl·boafaj and Books of Re/,,,·crtce.-In required course: Gray's Lessons and Gl·ay's 
Manual. In snpplenlentary course: Gt'ay's Botanical Text-book, Loudon's Encyclo-
pedia of Plants, Paxton's llotanicul Dictionary, Lowe's British Grasses, Berkeley's 
Cryptogamic Botany, Cooke's Hand-book of British Fungi, Darlington's American 
Weeds and Useful Plant~. 
ZOOLOGY AND COilIPARA.'rIVE AKA.TO~Y. 
The wants of students entering this department are found to vary to such an ex-
tent in relation to each individual's plans lor the future, that four fleparatc years of 
study are presented, any two of which will be re.ceh-cd as equivalent to one of the 
two-years' courses referred to on page 72. They are as follows: 
A. ZOOLOGY. 
First Term -Vertebrates. 
Second Term-Arthropods, Mollusks, Echinoderms. 
Third Term-Worms, Orelenterates, Protozoa. 
'fhe first term will be given to the study of the IDOl"e familiar animals, particularly 
those of our own State; eRpecial attention being pai.d to the important subject of Fish 
CulttlTe, for which provision will be made dllring the present year; the second term 
will be largely given to the study o[ the structure and life-history of Insects; and 
the thi,·d in great part to the study of the Parasitic W01"lus-botil topics of the great-
est practical importance. 
The work of this year will be by laboratory exercises, accompanied with lectures. 
B . VETERINARY ANATOMY. 
This year will be almost entirely devoted to practical work in the dissecting-room 
upon the anatomy of the domestic animals; all the smaller animals, such as the sheep, 
pig, dog, etc., being carefully dissected hy the student-especially those parts most 
liable to injul"Y or disease-while the horse and ox wi.ll be dissected whenever oppor-
tunityoffers. 
Chauveau'e Anatomy of the Domestic Animals is used as a manual. 
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C. CQMPARATIYE A~ATO:UY. 
This year will be ghoen to a study of the Anatomy o[ Vertebrat s, with special 
re[crenl:e Lo light ihrowll upon it by TIuman Anatomy. 
l\Iival't's Anatom.y is used as n text-book, while the work will be fully illustrated by 
the synopticalsel'ies of skeletons in the mU'!ioum of the department. a complete man-
ikin, 3.11d frequent dissections and demonstrations of th~ soft parts of the lower animals. 
D. PHYSIOLOGY. 
This year \\-ill be devoted to recitations from Smith's-l\Ialshall's Physiology, lectures 
upon embryology, and a course of practical instruction in the use of the microscope. 
Students having in view merely the acquirement of n. general education, would be 
recommended to make their COUTse of t.he first and fonrth o[ these years j those pur-
posing to fo11m,' agriculture wonl11 be recommended to the second and fourth; while 
those who wish to prepare themsel vt's to enter the practice of medicine would be 
recommended to the third and fourth. 
In the requil"ed course Cleland's Animal Physiology and Nicholson's Zoology aTe 
used as text-books. 
The following works, among others, will be used as books of reference in the Bub· 
jects of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy: Chauveau's Anatomy of Domestic An-
imals, Flower's Osteology of 1\laUllDals, Owep.'s Anatomy of Vertebrates, Huxley's 
Anatomy of Yeltebrates, Parker's :Monograph of the Shoulder-Girdle, Owen's Anat-
omy of Invertebrata, Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects, Dana's Crustacea, 
Oobbold's Fntozoa, \Vood\'f"ard's Mollusca, Agassiz's Contributions to Natural History, 
Dana's Zoopllyta, Pritchard's Infusoria, Cal'penter's ForarnjniferaJ 'rodd's Oyclopedia 
of Anatomy. 
GEOLOGY AND PALEO:NTOLOGY. 
FIHST YEAR. 
First Term - Physiographic and Lithological Geology. 
~eco~d Term-Dynamical Geology, Historical Geology, including the Elements of 
Paleontology begun. 
Third Term-Historical Geology completcd. 
SECOND YBAi't. 
Fir::;t Term-Economical Geology, Building-stones, Limestones, Cement.s, Ol'es, etc., 
with special reference tu the ruinru'al resources of Ohio. 
Second 'rel'm-Economical Geology continued, Coal, Petroleum, Salt, etc. 
Third Term-Helations of Geology to AgricultUl"e. 
Text.-book. and Warks af R/iference.-Dana's lIIanual of Geology, Lyell's Student's 
l£lements of Geology, Lyell's Principles of Geology (11th edition), Vogt's Lel1l"buch 
del' Geologie, Nicholson's :L\Ianual of Paleontology, Geological Reports of Ohio and 
other States. 
AGRIOULTUl~E. 
FIRST YEAR . 
'First rrerm-Soils: Theil' Composition and Adaptations, Pastures, ~leadowst Field 
Crops, Manures and ~"el'tilizers. 
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Recond Term-Tillage, Draining, Irrigation, Roafls, Fences, BnHdings, Implements, 
and iIlnchine,·y. 
Third rl'erm-Orcharils, Vineyards, Ga.rdens, Hedges, Forests, etc. 
SECONTI YE~\.lL 
First Term-Domestic Animals, Varieties, Adaptations, a.nd lI[anagerncut j \\'001-
growing; the Dairy. 
Seconll Term-Diseases of Animals-Medical nnd. Surgical treatment. 
Third Term-Diseases of Animals-l\Iedical and Surgieal treatment. 
THE SCIIOOL OF LETTERS AXD PHILOSOPHY. 
ENGLISII LA;-{GUAGE. 
}.'IRST YEAR. 
First Term-Anglo Raxon- )!arch; Anglo-Saxon Header, Lectures on the Anglo-
Raxon Period. 
Second Term-Anglo-Saxon completed, Early English-The Yision of Piers Plow-
maD, I .. ectures on the Early English Period. 
Thir.l-Term-Later English-Spenser: First Book of the lhorie Queen, Shake-
peare, Select Plays; Lectures.' 
SE('ONn YEAH. 
First Term-Rhetoric, Essays-Analytical and Critical; LectUl'es on Modern Eng-
lish Literature. 
Second Term--Log;c-FOl'mul Rnd Applied, Lectures on Modern English Litcratl1l'(~ 
conclmled, E~ays. 
'rhil"cl Term-Comparative Philology, with especial reference 1.0 EngLisli j Fun-Res 
Families of ~peech, Lectures, Essays. 
The text-books in English in the required couree are l\Iorris's Englisb Accidents, 
Hall's Longer English. Poems, and Day's Rhetorical Praxis. 
FHENCH LANGUAGE. 
FIRST YEAH. 
FiJ'st Term-Bl'cYlUunn'S French Grammar, Oppell's Render (Grammar and Exer-
cises.) 
Second Term-Gramma1' continued. Oppen's French Render. 
Thinl'rcl'JU-De l'tlnistre's Voyage autonr de ma Cbambre, etc. Selections frOtn 
Beranger. 
S ECO:SD \' EA n. 
I&JFirstTel'oo-Molliere's Lea Foorbf'l'ies de Scapin and Racine1s Athalie. COl'Ileille's 
CirulR. 
Second and Third 'rerins-Besant's Eclition of Early French, Bridge's History of 
French Literature, with Lectures on the Language and Literature, 
GEln1d.N LANGUAGE. 
1i'[RST YEAn, 
First Term-Whitney's Grammar aud Reader. 
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Recontl Term-German Lyrics, with GrammaticaJ Exercises. 
Tbiru Term-Andersen's Eisjung(rRl1. Composition. 
SECO~D YE.\ll. 
First Term-Goetbe's E~mont. Schiller's Don Carlos. 
Second Rnd Thud Terms-Lessing's Emilia lialloti ; History of GeTman Literature 
Ilnd Language, with Lectures. 
LATIN LA~GUAlTE. 
FIRST YE\R. 
First Tel'm-Lh·y, Selections; Exercises in writing Latin. 
l'::lecontl Term-Cicero, ('aw Major; Ilorace, Odes. 
TWrd rl'~rm-llorace, Odcl3 and .t:p(jr{cs i History of Rome. 
During the year lectures will be gi\'Pll on Roman History and Antiquities, and the 
reading o( the authors will be accompanied with exercises in composition Bnd in 
written tl'ltnslation. 
SECOXJ) l" EAH. 
First Term -- Horace, Epistles and Satires; Tacitus, Gamlli1ia. and Arrricola. 
Second Term-Tacitus, HistQries; J l1venai, SatiN'S. 
Third rl'erm-Juvenai continued i <luintilian. 
Lectures will be giYen during the yelu on the Latin I'hilology unel Literature. 
Admis"iun.-Cnnlliuates for the tlrst·year dabS will be eXllmincd as follows: III 
Latin urllmmar (Ailen anu Greenough's is preferrell); writing Latin; four books flf 
Cresal"s COfl11/lelllw-ies; six orationso( Cicero; and ~ix uooks of YirgiFs ./Elleici . ... \lle11 
and Greenougbls Shorter Course it:) recommended as containing a sufficient amonnt 
of Latin prose. 
FIRST YE.\I~. 
First 'l'el'm-Xeoopholl, Jlferno)'(tbilia; Ex:el'cises in writing Greek. 
Second ferm-Herodotus, selection; History of Greece. 
Third 'l'erm-tlerodotus continued j Euripides. _ll<'.I'.:tis. 
Lectures will be given during the year o~ Greek History and Antiquities. 
SEcoxn nun, 
First Term-Homer, Odyssey. 
Second Term-Plato, Ph:t!£io; Sophocles, U:..HipU8 TYI·tmnus . 
Third 'l'erm-Demostheues, De Corona. 
Lectures will be given during the yen I' on Gl'eE'k Philology and Literature. Exer-
cises in composition and written translation constitute an important feattue of the 
COUTse. 
Admissiolt.-Candidates for the first-year class will be examined as follows: In 
Greek Gralnmar (Goodwin's is preferred); in writing Greek, with the accen.ts; and 
the first one hundred llnd eleven pages of Good··;in's (;'reek Render (or tllfee books 
of Xenophon's AnaboRia). 
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POLITICAL ECONOMY, cn'IL POLITY, AND ACCOUNTS. 
POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
FlHST YEAR . 
First Term-The Industrial Forces. 
Second Term-The Science o[ Exchanges; Money; Credit; Commerce; the inter-
ference of Government. 
Third 'J.'erm-The Distribution of the Avails of Industry; Taxation; Interest; Rent; 
Profit; "\Vages j the Influences of .Machinery j the Issues between the Owners of La-
bor and Owners of Capital j Assurance; Cooperation; Associated Labor; Communis-
tic Theories. 
SEco:-;'n YEAR. 
Fh-at Term-Tbe Laws of the Growth and :i\lovement of Populations; Immigration 
and Emigration. 
Second Term-The Influence of the Distribution of the Ownership of Land on the 
Characters of Civilization, and on the \Vealth, Liberty, and Governments of NatioDs. 
Third Term-The Physical, Intellectual, and Moral Conditions of Socia! Progress 
and Social Amelioration; the Unfortunate Classei and Persons in Society. 
Book> oj ReJerB"ce.-Writiugd of J. S. Mill, Walker, Adam Smith, Carey, Fawcett 
Cairnes, ThorntoD, Spencer, Macleod, Bastiat, ~Ia1tllUsl Allison, Godwin, Maine, Cob-
den, Cluu Publications, Census Reports, 'tatiStiCB of Ohio, Reports of Public Institu-
tion. of Ohio. 
CIVIL POLITY. 
FIRST YEAR. 
First Term-The Theory of Hights j Rights of the various Persons in Community; 
the Citizen. 
Second 'rerm-The Political GuaranteeB of Hights; the FUDctions of Government. 
ThirJ 'rerill-The Powers, Prohibitions, and Limitations of Government by Organic 
Oonstitutions j the Principles of Legislation. 
!-:ECOSD YEAR. 
i;'irst Term-The History of lhe Progress and De"elopment of Constitutions and of 
Laws. 
Second Tenn-8tate Constitutions of the United States; :tlIunicipal Law. 
Third Term-The Federa! Constitution and Government; ita Relations to the States. 
Books oj Reference.-The Fedel'alist, writings of Thomas Jefferson, James :Madjson, 
Adams, Story, Elliott's Debates, the works of De Tocque\'ille, De Lohne, Montesquieu, 
Gronus, Jeremy Bentham, Hallam, Austin, Locke, Forsyth, Lieber, Parsons, Draper, 
Rtate Constitutions, Constitution of the United States. 
SCIENCE OF ACCOUNTS. 
First Term-The Geneml Principles of Douhle·Entry Book-Keeping. 
Secone! 'rerill-The Applications to the Business of the Merchant, of the Farmer, 
and of the Manufacturer. 
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Third Term-Joint Stock'-Company Book-Keeping; 'Bank"J3ook·Keeping; City, 
County, and State. Accounts.; the Uses 01 Vouchers, Checks, Drafts, Bills of Exchange, 
Letters'o! Credit, etc. 
-Book. of Riference.-Treatises of Haswell, Chittenden, Cott, Bryant, Strattcn and 
Dehan, Duff, Mayhew, Selden,'Gilbert, Watters. 
PROVISIONS FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS. 
To "students entering the College for the purpose of taking some special 
study, and who do not propose to complete a regular course,Jullfreedomin 
the selection of the branches which th8'1J will pu,rSlte is -granted, subject only to-the 
necessary limitation that they are prepared tot'l7ce "l'P with advantage the studies 
which they select. They will enter the~classes organized for the regular 
courses, and they can uo(be allowed to impair the quality of work doue 
in the classes through their own inadequate preparation. Advanced 
students will find every facility for special work. 
SPECIAL COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 
The College recognizes its obligations-imposed in the terms of the 
grant to which it owes its existence-to the great .industrial interest of 
Agriculture. This obligation it has aimed to meet in the establishment 
of departments for.thorough training in those brancbes of science upon 
which agriculture depends,'and a1.so in fixing its standard.of admiS8iO'lt so that 
8tudents may enter its college classes from the common schools. 
To tbe question, wbat edncation it purposes to furnish to tbe farmer, 
it may be answered that such a course as would Becure the degree of Bach-
elor of Science from the College could be made to include all of the 
brancbes which in reality constitute agricnlture, and, as far as theoret-
ical instruction goes, could scarcely be improved in its adaptations to the 
necessities of the American farmer. 
:.. But this course requires for its completion six years from the common 
school, and there is good ground to fear that a young man who bas been 
withdrawn for six years from the farm will scarcely return to it again. 
For tbe training, then, of the -most of those who intend to devote them-
sel ves to practical agriculture, a scheme requiring less time must be 
found. ,In accordance with this view a three-years' course has been es-
tablished, and is hereby submitted, which, it is believed, combines the 
general and the special as fairly as may be, and which offers to the farmer 
as much of wbat he needs as it is possible to comprise in three years of 
study. Tbis course is shown in the appended schedule. 
FIRST YEAR. 
First Term-Human Physiology, English Language, Algebra. 
Second Term- PhysicalGeography, Structural Botany, English Language,Geometry. 




First Term-Physics, Chemistry, Zoology. 
Second Term-Physics, Ohemistry, Geomelry. 
Third Term-Physics, Chemistry, Plane Trigonometry. 
History throughout the year. 
THlRD YEAR. 
First Term-7"",logy, Agricultural Chemistry, Practical Agriculture. 
Second Term-Diseases of Animals, their Medical and Surgical Treatment; Agricul-
tural Chemistry, Practical Agriculture. 
Third Term-Diseases of Animals, their l'.Iedical and Surgical Treatment; Geology 
as related to Agriculture, Practical Engineering. 
It will be observed thnt this scheme agrees for two years with the pre-
scribed course already given, while the third yeat· supplements that 
course in as practical a manner as pos ible, and adapts it to the demands 
of this particular calling. In the strictly agricultural part of the course, 
practice will be constantly combined with theory, and the student will 
thus retain familiarity with the life from which he has come, aud to 
which he expects to return. 
TRAlNlNG FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS TN ~mDICINE. 
The advantages offered by the College in the training re'lui"ed for two 
callings, in particular, are so great thnt special attention is invited to 
them. To students fitting themselves to become teachers of Natuml 
Science, and also to those designing to pursue the study of Medicine, 
courses of study could not be morc perfectly adapted, if they were designed 
expressly for such service. The resources of the College in the way of 
collections, and the methods of study adopted in the more advanced 
classes-the work being mainly done in laboratories and museums- make 
i t safe to say that a very important addition to the educational facilities 
of the State is here made. 
All students are required to take three daily recitations or their equiv-
alent in laboratory work. 
Certificates will be furnished to those who complete either the work of 
the Agricultllral COl use, or of any special department. 
Abl\1ISSIO 
leor adnussion to the College, students must possess a competent knowl-
edge of the branches taught in the common schools, viz., Reading, Or-
lhography, 'Vriting, Gtammar, Geographv, Arithmetic, and of Algebra 
throngh simple equation. 
The attention of those proposing to enter the College is especiaUy 
directed to the terms above gjyen. A competent knowledge of the com-
mon ~chool branches is required. The College does not undcrtake to do 
the work which the common schools are able and willing to do, viz., that 
of grounding tbe student in the elements of an English education. 11e 
1I1l1,t bring with him a fair measure of the training which these schools 
are prepared to give. If it be asked what is a competent knowledge of 
the e branches, it may he answered that the candidate should certainly 
have knowledge enough of them to entitle him to a t~achel"s certificate 
from a County Board of Examiners . 
. Advanced standing will be granted to students upon their sustaining 
f>xamination in any part of the course prescribed or elective. 
It is, however, to be borne in mind that the amount of work done in 
several branches of science in the required Course of the College, and the 
qu~lity of work done in all, by reason of the superior facilities provided, 
render the.e studies quite different from those that are known by the 
same name in the schools of the State. Physics and Chemistry, for in-
stance, each occupies a year of daily recitations, w hHe Botany, Physiology, 
and Zoology are able to avail themselves of all the resources of their re-
spectivedepartments. All students, therefore, a.re earnestly advised upon 
entering the College to shape their work by the required course-in other 
words, to adopt this course as far as possible. Their studies are thus 
made consecutive, and a degree of symmetl'y is given to their educatiou 
so far as it is completed here. It is expected tha.t many students will be 
able to enter the second year of this course. 
Students proposing to take the degree of A.B. will be examined in the I 
usual amount of preparatory Latin and Greek, as shown in the schedules 
of these departments. . 
Students entering ftom other colleges will be required to bring certifi-
"ateB of bl)nomble dismission. 
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EXPENSES. 
A charge of 5.00 per term, or $15.00 per year, is made against ali 
students, under the head of incidental expenses. Each student will alED 
be charged with the cost of the materials he consumes in laboratory work. 
T"ition is free in all departments of the College. 
Two college dormitories have been provided, in one of which board and 
furnished rooms can be obtained at a charge of $4.00 per week, two stu-
dents occupying one room. If the student furnishes and takes care of his 
own i'oom, he obtains board at $3.25 per week. Provision for lighting 
and heating the rooms mu·t be made at the student's expense. Boal·d 
billa m1Ull be paid ?lwnthty 1,11, advance. 
In addition, the College charges each student 4.00 per term, or 812.00 
per year, for room rent. Seventy-five students can be accommodated in 
this building. 
The second dormitory contains ten rooms, and is designed for students 
wishing to board themselves-or, if the rooms are not all occupied by 
such, they can be used by students who desire to room on the College 
grounds while boarding elsewhere. The rooms are provided with stoves 
that can be used in cooking. They are designed for two students, each 
one being charged $4.00 per term, or $12.00 per year, for room rent. 
A deposit of $5.00 is required at the beginning of every term from all 
students occupying rooms in the dormitories, as a guarantee against will-
ful injury to rooms or halls. For damages in either dormitory that can 
not be traced to the indi viduals committing them, an assessment will be 
made upon the guarantee lund of the dormitory in which they occur. In 
case no assessment is made, the deposit will be returned at the end of the 
term. 
All College dues except laboratory chm'ges al'e to be lJaid in advance at the begin-
ning of each tenn. 
The College is now connected with the central portions of the city by 
a street railroad, and board, with furnished rooms, can be obtained in 
private families along the line of the railroad, and within convenient 
distance or the College, at rates varying from $4.00 to 5.00. 
SUl,n.rARY. 
The expenses of a term of twelve weeks will include the follOWIng items ~ 
Incidentals .. ... ............ . .. .. .. .................... . ....................................... $5' 00 
Room rent .......................................... '" ... .. ... . .... .. .... .... ...... ...... .. .... 4 00 
Board in College dormitory ... ........ .. ............•............. ....... ............. ... 48 00 
'Vashing, light, etc......... .. ....... ...... ... ... ...... ...... ........ ... ... .. .... ........ .... 8 00 
Tota! ................................................................................... $65 00 
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Students boarding themselves reduce this aggregate by at least $20.00. 
CALENDAR. 
The Winter Term commences on Wednesday, January 5, 1876, and 
continues twelve weeks, closing on Tuesday, March 28. 
The Spring Term commences on Wednesday, April 5, and continues 
eleven weeks, closing on Tuesday, June 20. 
The Fall Term of the fourth collegiate year commences on Wednesday, 
September 20, and continues fourteen weeks, closing on December 22. 
For further information, address the President or any member of th 
Faculty, or the Secretary of the Board of Trustees. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, November, 1875. 
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